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Abstract 
 
Food production has been shown to have considerable negative impacts on the 
environment. A means to reduce this is to choose organic products when shopping for 
food.  

Through the case of the EcoPanel, a web application prototype that visualises the 
organic proportion of the household’s food shopping, the thesis explores the 
intersection between design, reflection and sustainable food shopping practices.  
 
In order to contextualise the role of the EcoPanel, the text discusses the concept of 
food shopping practice, both from the perspective of social practice theory (SPT), and 
the more focused food choice perspective. The studies show that it is fundamental to 
understand the complexity of choosing food, and the habitual aspect of practice, in 
order to understand the role of reflection in food shopping practice, and consequently 
the role of a tool for reflective decision-making, like the EcoPanel. 
 
We have used a research through design approach to develop the EcoPanel prototype. 
In an iterative process we probed how the EcoPanel could be designed to be as 
relevant and accessible for the users as possible. Essential in the process were the 
iterative user feedback sessions. The way in which the users answered the questions 
from the sessions formed the guiding principles for the development of the design. 

 
A central question in the thesis is to explore in what ways the users’ access to their 
individual sustainable grocery data provided by the EcoPanel affects their food 
shopping practices. The studies include monitoring sixty-five users of the EcoPanel 
over five months, a survey regarding aspects of lifestyle and attitudes to food, and 
interviews with ten of the users. 

The long-term study shows an increased organic purchase level (17%) for the 
EcoPanel users in comparison to the reference group. We also see that when the users 
receive feedback on their organic food purchases through the EcoPanel, they can make 
more reflective decisions. This is shown to be highly relevant and creates meaning for 
the users in several different ways. From this result, in combination with the result of 
the long-term study, we can conclude that the EcoPanel contributes with support for 
more sustainable food practices. 

 
The last question in the thesis is to understand how SPT can be useful for design 
practice. SPT shows a view that goes beyond the traditional interaction perspective, and 
points to the importance of approaching complex issues, such as sustainability 
challenges, with an awareness that also includes social and cultural aspects of the 
context. As well as this view being pertinent when approaching sustainability issues, it 
also provides value to designers in their emerging roles of dealing with more socially 
embedded concerns, such as social innovation and design for public policies. 
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Initial structure 
 
I will start this thesis by discussing some of the problems in the current food 
production system, in respect of its negative impact on the environment and the 
climate. I will also reason about the role that organically produced food plays in 
attempts to reduce this negative impact, and how food shopping could be an activity in 
which we make sustainable choices in everyday life. 

After that, I will present the project, the concept of sustainability and the 
delimitations of the thesis. Before outlining the rest of the thesis’ structure I will 
present the questions that have been driving the research. 
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1. Background 
1.1 The negative impact of the current food production system 
In endeavouring to create a sustainable society, there is a need to look at the current 
food production system. It demands high efficiency and yield and has a large negative 
impact on the environment and the climate. Conventional farming involves extensive 
use of fertilisers, chemical pesticides and herbicides that cause biodiversity loss and eco-
system degradation. On a global level the enormous scale of certain types of production 
are leading to monocultures which, together with the high use of chemicals, eliminate 
the richness of species. This is highly problematic, since a rich variety of species is 
needed to sustain balanced ecosystems.  

For example, this is affecting the bee populations, which are going through 
widespread decline globally. Studies have shown that exposure to pesticides impairs the 
bees’ natural foraging behaviour and increases their mortality, which has serious 
consequences for global ecosystem services and agricultural production. (Biesmeijer et 
al 2006, Gill et al 2012, Klein et al 2007, Oldroyd 2007, Potts et al 2010) 

Furthermore, the routinely use of preventative antibiotics in animal feed is 
ultimately resulting in a growing spread of antibiotic resistance in both animals and 
humans worldwide. For instance, approximately 25,000 people in Europe and 23,000 
people in the USA die each year as a result of resistant bacteria that antibiotics cannot 
eliminate. (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2015, European Medicine 
Agency 2015, WHO 2015) 

Another problem related to the food production system is greenhouse gas 
emissions, which have a large impact on the climate globally. In Sweden approximately 
25 per cent of the total carbon footprint is caused by food (Angervall et al 2008, 
Carlsson-Kanyama and Gonzalez 2009, Sonesson et al 2010). One of the single most 
contributory causes globally is the livestock industry. Goodland and Anhang (2009) 
have broadly framed the factors related to this industry, and calculated that as high as 
51 per cent of the annual worldwide greenhouse gas emission is caused by this industry.  

Yet another discussion related to food production is food waste. It is a globally 
widespread problem that much of the food we produce ends up in our garbage bins. It 
requires enormous resources to produce food - throughout its life cycle it has expended 
resources in the form of raw materials, energy, water and land use (Andersson and 
Ohlsson 1999). Food waste also contributes to various forms of emissions into air, land 
and water throughout the whole life cycle. As much as 10-50 per cent of all food that is 
produced in Sweden ends up as waste (depending on type of foodstuff). All together it 
has vast implications on both global resources and climate change. (Sonesson and 
Angervall 2008) 
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1.2 Organically produced food 
One way to reduce the negative impact on the environment is to choose organically 
produced food when buying food. It does not use fertilisers, chemical pesticides and 
herbicides and therefore contributes less negatively to the biodiversity. On average it 
increases species richness by about 30 per cent, compared with conventional 
production (Tuck et al 2014, Winqvist 2013). For instance, organic production leads to 
a less toxic environment for the bees, who contribute by pollinating  more than a third 
of all the food we eat, or approximately 80 per cent of all insect pollinations.  

By using animal feed mainly from the farmer’s own crop, and farmyard manure for 
nurturing the production of crops, organic production closes nutrient loops. 
Furthermore, by supporting animals’ natural behaviour, it cares for animal ethics and 
welfare, and makes the animals live a more decent life. Organic certifications, like Krav 
and EU-organic, do not permit the routine use of antibiotics in the feed, and therefore 
do not contribute in spreading antibiotic resistance.  

Even though there are on-going discussions as to whether organic production is 
better for the environment in all aspects, research shows that there are considerable 
advantages in many aspects of this type of food production, as mentioned above. 
(Bengtsson et al 2005, Scialabba & Müller-Lindenlauf 2010) 

 

1.3 Organic food shopping and Sweden’s retail market 
Food shopping is a frequently done practice carried out on an everyday basis. 
Therefore, organic food shopping practice carries a great potential for households to 
make more sustainable choices in everyday life. 

The Swedish retail market share for organic food is slowly increasing; in 2013 it was 
3.9 per cent, and at the end of 2015 it had grown to 7.7 per cent. However, compared 
with Denmark’s 8.3 per cent, it is still lower. (Ekoweb 2016) 

Even though the consumers’ attitudes to organically produced food over the years 
have become more positive, the gap between the ambition to buy organic and the 
actual purchase, the attitude – behavioural gap, is still a fact. One reason could be that 
consumers do not have the opportunity to reflect upon or state their intentions to buy 
organic food. Furthermore, they have no way to get feedback and check how much 
organic food they are actually buying. (Vermeir and Verbeke 2006) 

 

1.4 The project D2S and the EcoPanel  
The research in this thesis derives from the project From Data to Sustainable Practices 
(D2S), which investigates questions related to food shopping practice, design and 
sustainability. The starting point has been the collaboration with one of Sweden’s 
largest grocery chains, with the goal to design and develop a web application prototype, 
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the EcoPanel. It provides the users with feedback on their food purchase data, 
emphasising the sustainable aspect, i.e. the organic proportion. More information about 
the EcoPanel can be found in both papers. It can also be explored online at 
www.ekopanelen.se until April 2016 (user: 2661919, pass: ekoisgood). 

The project has been interdisciplinary, consisting of myself as an industrial designer, 
one human-computer interaction (HCI) researcher with roots in psychology, one 
agronomist, and one combined industrial ecologist and interaction designer. My role 
within the project was to project-lead the development and the user studies of the 
EcoPanel. I was also involved in the issues specifically related to design. 

Another activity within the project was the thesis Hacking for Sustainability, which 
investigated  

“how new technologies and approaches of working with data, such as APIs, 
mashups, crowdsourcing, open data, and dynamic visualisations, can be applied to 
sustainability and sustainability practice.” (Zapico 2014:III) 

 
Through using a research through design method it was exemplified in five hacks how 
sustainability data could be visualised in different contexts.  

 

1.5 The concept of sustainability 
Since the thesis is based upon the assumption that more sustainable food shopping 
practices are important for a sustainable society, the principal notion sustainable needs to 
be defined. It has no universally accepted definition, and is often divided into the three 
areas: social, economic and environmental sustainability. The definition used here is 
frequently used as part of a broader definition, i.e. sustainable development. That comes 
from The World Commission on Environment and Development (the Brundtland 
Commission) convened by the United Nations General Assembly (1987): 

"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."  
 

In this thesis the notion sustainable is mainly related to the environmental aspect of 
sustainability, as in sustainable food production, in this case exemplified by organically 
produced food.  
 

1.6 Delimitations 

Even though many of the topics related to food production mentioned above are 
important for both the environment and the climate, I will limit the discussion in this 
thesis to organic food choice in food shopping practice. 

I direct the thesis mainly towards designers, principally industrial designers, but also 
designers within HCI. 
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2. Aim  
From a vision of a sustainable society through greener food shopping practices, the 
following aims of the thesis have developed. 

The first research question has emerged in order to gain a deepened understanding 
of the food shopping practice, and the factors influencing people’s food choice. This is 
part of the foundation to contextualise the role of the EcoPanel as a tool for reflection. 

• Research question 1: How can food shopping be framed and understood to 
contextualise the role of the EcoPanel as a tool for reflection? 

The second research question targets developing knowledge by research through 
design, and probes how a web application prototype, the EcoPanel, can be designed to 
be as relevant and accessible as possible for the user. Part of this exploration is how the 
design process could be conducted for this purpose.  

• Research question 2: How can the EcoPanel, a prototype driven by sustainable 
grocery data, be designed to be as relevant and accessible as possible for the user?  

The third research question targets understanding how the EcoPanel affects users’ food 
shopping practices. 

• Research question 3: In what way does users’ access to their individual 
sustainability data provided by the EcoPanel affect their food shopping practices?  

The last research question arises from my role as industrial designer and PhD student in 
HCI, wanting to know how social practice theory (SPT) can be used within design 
practice. 
• Research question 4:  How can SPT be useful for design practice? 

 

2.1 Structure of the thesis 
I will start with chapter 3 where I go through the theoretical perspective that is framing 
the research, social practice theory. As part of this I will reason about why practice is an 
important perspective within sustainable HCI. In chapter 4, Methods and approaches, I 
will describe the design approaches in the thesis, but also the other methods that have 
been used to answer the research questions above. This is followed by chapter 5 which 
describes previously related design research, in terms of related design prototypes and 
other studies. In this part, I will also discuss the position of the EcoPanel within the 
field. In chapter 6, the research findings that complement the research described in the 
two articles will be presented. Here I present the findings about food shopping 
practices, the important role of reflection in practices, and how it becomes particularly 
important in sustainable food shopping practices. This and chapter 7 form the central 
parts of the thesis. Chapter 7 contains the conclusions and explanations of how the 
research findings are linked to the research questions. Here I also reason about some of 
consequences of the research. In chapter 8 some ideas about future research are 
outlined. Last in the thesis the two papers can be found. 
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3. Theoretical perspective 
Social practice theory (SPT) is the theoretical perspective I have used as an analytical 
tool in this thesis. I will begin by reasoning about the value of a practice perspective in 
sustainable HCI, and continue by describing the SPT in more general terms. 
Additionally, I will later in the thesis argue how SPT is related to design practice, see 
section 6.2. 

 

3.1 Practice in sustainable HCI  
Up until some years ago a dominant part of sustainable HCI research focused on the 
individual’s behaviour and attitude, and how the interaction with the computer can be 
the intervention to become less resource-intensive, with less negative implications for 
the environment. However, for some time a debate within HCI has questioned this 
approach – i.e., if it is the most relevant for current and future research directions. One 
of the arguments is that even though persuasive technology has affected households’ 
resource consumption, it has also shown to have limitations in terms of scope and 
duration (Kuijer et al 2013). Due to the nature of the challenges we are facing e.g. 
sustainability issues emerging from complex causes, parts of systems and larger scale 
perspectives, the importance of finding alternative approaches is significant. 

Kuutti and Bannon (2014) term this conventional perspective within HCI as the 
interaction perspective, and characterise this as “not crucially connected to a particular 
time and space”, “focusing on the individual, centred on the human-machine dyadic 
relationship itself”, using methods that are controlled and lab-oriented. This perspective 
is opposed to a practice approach that is situated in time and space, interwoven within 
the practice, with methods that are mainly qualitative and in-situ. (Kuuti and Bannon 
2014: 3543). 

Also Brynjarsdóttir et al (2012) have been critiquing the relevance of coming from a 
persuasive perspective when approaching sustainability challenges. They claim that by 
using simple measurable objectives and intervening at an individual level, it narrows our 
vision of sustainability. The understanding of sustainability cannot be seen as an 
isolated practice, but rather linked to a large constellation of concerns and considered 
part of broader sociocultural contexts. Therefore, the individual behaviour should be 
contextualised and understood from how it is interwoven with other elements. 
 

3.2 Social practice theory  
There are many similar theoretical approaches within SPT. Common for them all is that 
the practice itself is central in understanding the world, rather than for example 
individuals, artefacts or interactions (Kuijer et al 2013; Shove and Walker 2010).  

According to Reckwitz (2002), the fundament of practice depends upon the 
interconnectedness of many different elements, and defines practice as: 
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“a routinized behaviour which consists of several elements, interconnected to one 
other: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, ‘things’ and their use, a 
background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion 
and motivational knowledge“ (Reckwitz 2002:41). 
 

According to Shove and Walker “it is the practice itself, the doing and knowing how to 
do it competently” that holds all the elements together. Therefore, to be able to 
understand the practice, it is essential to understand the elements involved and the 
dynamic and emergent relationships between them (Shove and Walker 2010:473).  

The taxonomy of the interconnected elements constituting practice varies in 
different SPT approaches. Following are some of these categorisations, according to 
Gram-Hanssen (2011): Warde (2005) groups them into understandings, procedures, 
engagement, and items of consumption; Reckwitz (2002) categorises them into body, 
mind, the agent, structure/process, knowledge, discourse/language, and things. 
According to Shove and Pantzar (2005) the elements were at first divided into 
competencies, meanings and products, and were later developed into skills, stuff and 
images (Shove et al 2012). This is the categorisation of elements that is used in this 
thesis, see picture 1: SPT model.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Picture 1: SPT model, skills, stuff and images according to Shove et al (2012) 
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4. Methods and approaches 
 

4.1 Methodology 
This methodology section derived from my wish to grasp how to frame a practical 
contribution such as design in a research context; how it could be applied and 
articulated in order to confirm its relevance in a research perspective. 

Methodology can be seen as the intersection between the theoretical perspective 
and the more clearly defined methods, not only dealing with questions of how to 
technically carry out certain tasks within research, but also including a wider 
understanding of the method, such as specific framings and approaches. 

The knowledge of how to frame design practice in research has its foundation in 
research through design. Therefore I will begin this section by explaining how this 
design approach differs from other design research approaches. I will thereafter clarify 
the distinction between the research through design approach and the design practice. 
Last in the methodology section I will describe the design process that is closely linked 
to the research through design approach, the iterative loop process. 
 

4.1.1 Research through design 

According to Christopher Frayling (1993) there are three approaches to design research: 
research about design, research for design, and research through design. The first 
approach, research about design, deals with the understanding of the design activity. It 
could be in the form of historical research about design, or as different theoretical 
perspectives on design, such as economical, technical and political. The second one, 
research for design, has its focus on improving the design practice. Its outcome could 
for example be in the form of design methods, design recommendations or 
philosophies. This kind of knowledge often has its origin in other disciplines. The third 
approach, research through design, is the one that frames this research. It deals with the 
practice of design, implying design of artefacts as a means of constructing new 
knowledge. (Zimmerman et al 2010) 
The view on the specific knowledge created by the research through design approach is 
defined as embodied in the artefact, which means that it is created and communicated 
through the artefact (Frayling 1993, Cross 1999, Zimmerman et al 2007, Gaver 2012). It 
is also formulated by Zimmerman et al (2010) in a similar way: 

 “Since research through design is an inquiry process revolving around the making 
of a product, service, environment, or system, the knowledge gained can be implicit, 
residing almost entirely within the resulting artefact.” (Zimmerman et al 2010:310)   

 
Since the outcome of research through design often takes the form of a product or 
system prototype, it is possible to reflect on it, not only from functionality and usability 
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aspects, but also from emotional, aesthetic, cultural and critical perspectives (Gaver and 
Bowers 2012). This view is directly linked to our project in the sense that we had the 
EcoPanel, a fully functioning prototype that the user could use and reflect upon. They 
could both reflect on the properties of the EcoPanel, and they could also reflect on 
their own food shopping practices. In that sense we got knowledge about the users’ 
food practices that we could not have had if we only asked them questions. The results 
from this are mainly found in the second article and in chapter 6 and chapter 7. 

Moreover, this is akin to Donald Schön’s theories of positioning design practice as a 
reflective practice, where the learning is evolving while you are in the process of making. 
Since this practical knowledge to a large degree is implicit, the practitioner is reflecting 
while designing, in a reflection-in-action, as a way of constructing knowledge that mainly 
resides in the artefact. Afterwards when the activity is finished, knowledge can be 
extracted from the implicit as a reflection-on-action. (Schön 1983) 

Another way of understanding research through design and design practice is the 
perspective of dealing with something unique, specific and particular. Since the 
EcoPanel has a specific context, specific stakeholders and specific user groups, we are 
here situating it as being an example of an ultimate particular. Stolterman (2008) compares 
the ultimate particular in research through design as having "the same dignity and 
importance as truth in science". This is one of the distinguishing factors in research 
through design, in contrast to the aim of nature-scientifically oriented approaches that 
emphasise the generation of knowledge that could be used as general, like for example 
in physical laws (Nelson and Stolterman 2003, Stolterman 2008).  
 
Research through design versus design practice  
The research of the EcoPanel includes a clearly defined commitment to create the 
prototype with a research through design approach, and from the outside it might look 
similar to ordinary design practice. For most researchers involved in research through 
design there is no doubt how those two activities differ, but since the question has 
arisen I will deal with it here. 

The research through design approach differs from design practice in several ways, 
not because it is primarily positioned in an academic framing, but because the main 
purpose of a design research agenda is to develop, articulate and communicate 
knowledge (Cross 1999). Therefore it has its foundation in the research questions and 
their definitions. It also differs from a commercial project in the sense that a more 
reflective attitude is possible, or even required. In our project it is shown through the 
independent position of the partners involved, the activities and the outcome. For 
example, the approaches and research questions do not arise from commercial interests, 
but rather from sustainability and other societal related interests.  
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4.1.2 Iterative loop process 

Part of understanding the approach of research through design is realising how the 
design process is conducted. As opposed to the linear process of a more nature-
scientifically framed research, the design process of the EcoPanel has a non-linear and 
process-oriented approach, and has been carried out step-by-step in iterative loops. 
This iterative process is also widely used in design practice (as well as in HCI research), 
and can be visualised in many different ways. Below I have done an interpretation that 
supports my idea about this kind of process, see picture 2: Iterative loops. 

In the first loop, the prototype is discussed and tested together with the users. The 
result is analysed by the researchers, and based on the analysis a new prototype is 
created. The process is continued by a second loop where this new prototype is tested. 
These iterative loops are generated until the desired result has been achieved. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Picture 2: Iterative loops 

 
 

4.2 Methods 
This section describes the methods that have been used in the thesis. A compilation of 
all the methods is shown in Table 1: Methods, below.  
I will start the section by reasoning in more general terms, first about the participants in 
the studies, their roles and the use of different designations. After that I will continue 
with describing the important tools of sketch and prototype, their roles and how they 
differ. In the next step I will describe the design process of the EcoPanel, and all the 
methods we have used there. Finally, as a last step I will describe the methods we have 
used in the tests and studies of the EcoPanel. Since they are extensively described in 
Paper II, I will cover those more briefly in this section. 
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Table 1:  Methods  

 
 
4.2.1 Participants 

As shown in the table a number of participants have taken part in this research. In the 
thesis I use different types of designations for the people participating in the research. 
To start with, all participants are people that have contributed with their experiences, 
commitment and viewpoints to the research, and deserve recognition. They have come 
to play different roles in the project; for example, they have been interviewed as users, 
or they have brought their knowledge from particular backgrounds, e.g. professional, to 
the study. Furthermore, how to term the participants differs depending upon the 
various disciplines. In the design tradition, the concept user is frequently used generally 
for different positions; target audience, user, subject, test persons etc. Hence the 
concept user test. In the interview situation, I have frequently used the term informant to 
highlight that the participant comes to the interview situation already knowledgeable, 
contributing with knowledge they had acquired from their different backgrounds 
and/or in their role as users of the EcoPanel. I have also altered the designations in the 
text to illustrate that the participants are also persons and individuals.  
 
4.2.2 Sketch and prototype	  

Two of the design methods used in the design process of the EcoPanel are sketch and 
prototype. These are two methods that are frequently used in almost every design 
process. Below I reason about their distinctions, in order to see their different roles. 
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A sketch could be understood as a visualisation of the designer’s intentions and ideas 
into a more concrete expression. As long as it stays in the designer’s mind, it is not 
possible to test or to reflect on. But as soon as the idea is externalised in some way into a 
sketch, the possibility arises. According to Donald Schön (1983), reflection-in-action is a 
kind of reflection that makes the world speak back, and from there the designer can reflect, 
make changes and developments. Even if the sketch has a lot of holes and undeveloped 
attributes it makes it possible to try out particular thoughts, ideas and concepts, and also 
to test on other people. 

The notion of prototype could be understood in several different ways. Here, the 
prototype represents a version of the design that is much closer to the final product. 
The concept has been elaborated regarding both content and form, and some of its 
attributes could be tested on others. 

The sketch and the prototype have the potential to represent different positions in 
the creative process. While the sketch tends to support the intuitive and explorative 
position, the prototype supports the rational and analytical part of the process. 
According to Birgerstam (2000) those two positions serve different purposes in the 
creative process, and are as important for the result. While the intuitive position is more 
explorative and synthetic, the rational position is more analytic and reflective. These 
two positions or mind-sets could also be framed as divergent and convergent. 

The borders between sketch and prototype are not so clearly defined in many 
projects. If they do not have such defined roles in the creative process, there is a risk of 
spending less time on the sketch phase, at the expense of the more explorative and 
creative part of the process. Since this is also the part where we have the best chance to 
think outside of the box, this risks, ultimately, affecting the level of creativity and 
innovativeness in the project. 

 

The design process of the EcoPanel 
The specific methods used during the design process of the EcoPanel are partly 
described in Paper I. A more extensive account is made below in sections 4.2.3 – 4.2.8. 
 

4.2.3 Design workshop with the interdisciplinary team 

We started out by having a design workshop within our interdisciplinary research team, 
comprising of a designer, an HCI-researcher with background in psychology, a 
computer scientist, and a combined industrial ecologist and interaction designer. The 
concept of the EcoPanel was already there, created by one of the researchers in the 
team, and recognised by our collaborating partner. So the purpose with the workshop 
was to practically investigate and create design ideas to develop the concept further. 
Based on both our professional expertise and our knowledge of being food consumers, 
we brainstormed, discussed and sketched on different possible functionalities that we 
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considered would be interesting and relevant. 
 

Reflection on design  
As part of the workshop we reflected on both content and form - how should it be 
designed to be most interesting and relevant for the user.  Since the main information 
from the application consists of the organic proportion of the purchase, we discussed 
and sketched how it could it be presented in several different ways. For example, it 
could be viewed as a proportion of the total, or based on yearly or monthly 
consumption, or the consumption could be divided into categories. Apart from this 
most central information, we also reflected on how much related content the 
application should include. We decided to include those questions visually in the 
coming feedback session. 

We were thinking about the different functionalities as modules that could be 
combined in a multitude of different ways. How should each module be designed to 
best communicate its purpose? To clarify the notion module, three examples of 
modules are shown in picture 3: Examples of modules.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture 3: Examples of modules 
 
We also reflected on the form of the modules; how could the content best be presented 
in order to be as relevant and accessible as possible? In the discussion we included 
appeal as a feature of the accessibility aspect. Furthermore, how should the overall 
layout be designed to be as relevant and accessible as possible? Part of this 
understanding was to see how many of the modules should be included, but also, how 
to achieve a balance of being interesting and rich in information without being 
overloaded. Additionally, would the layout best be understood if it was positioned 
horizontally (with clickable arrows at the sides) or vertically (scrollable)? A design 
perspective also includes the consideration of how the details and the whole are 
connected in order to form an intended gestalt.  

 
Sketching on content modules 
Afterwards, the interaction designer within our team continued the design exploration 
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based on the questions that emerged during the workshop. In total 15 different 
modules were designed, reflecting our ideas regarding both content and possible forms. 
Since we also wanted to explore more broadly how the data could be expressed, we 
widened the scope of one of the modules and sketched five versions, with different 
kinds of expressions. 
 
Interview guide based on the workshop 
As a next step, based on the result from our workshop, we formulated the most central 
questions around content and form that we wanted the users to give feedback on. The 
result of the discussions became the foundation of an interview guide, which was used 
in the first test of the EcoPanel. 
 

4.2.4 Focus group with experts 

As part of getting answers to the first research question, we ran a focus group. The aim 
was to get better understanding about individuals’ food shopping practices, organic 
food choices, and attitudes towards data, and information and communication 
technology (ICT). As informants we recruited five specialists; a project manager in 
sustainability and social media, an industrial designer, a food scientist, a food brand 
manager, and a project manager in social media at a food consumer association. All of 
them were considering sustainability aspects in their professions. Apart from the 
different professions, they also represented a spread in backgrounds, ages and family 
situations. They had different attitudes to food as such, to organic food, and to 
computers and data.  

The questions were semi-structured and covered four themes: views on organic 
food, the food shopping practice, decision influences when purchasing food, and 
purchase feedback on ICT. They were structured in an interview guide, which kept the 
process on track and facilitated a more open approach to the answers.  

The focus group lasted for 1.5-2 hours and was moderated by me. Two researchers 
from the group observed the discussion and took notes. The session was also 
documented by video. 

 

4.2.5 Feedback on paper prototypes  

The first test in the loop was formed as individual interviews, with the aim of getting 
feedback on the first ideas and concepts of the EcoPanel from a user perspective. The 
informants were the same five specialists as in the focus group, and they were asked to 
comment both from their position as food consumers and from their specific 
professional viewpoint. 

The design proposals were printed out as paper prototypes, where the sizes of the 
modules were visualised in the way they would appear on an average computer screen. 
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The idea of using a printout and not a screen format was that the test person should 
understand the prototype as not being finished, but rather as an early sketch in an on-
going design process.  

We wanted the informants to give feedback on the questions around content and 
form, as described in the section Reflection on design, above. The questions were 
structured in an interview guide. On this we could also take notes of the answers.  

The informants were asked to judge two different layouts, one vertical and one 
horizontal, that contained different functions and amounts of information, and had in 
general different styles. We asked questions related to their views in terms of perceived 
accessibility and relevance. Half of the group were shown the horizontal version first 
and the other half the vertical one. Moreover, a number of descriptive words were to be 
linked to each version. It was also possible to add one’s own words. 

In the next step the informants were asked to value each of the fifteen different 
modules in terms of interest and relevance. Every one of them should be numbered 1 
(no relevance) - 5 (max relevance), followed by an argument. Furthermore, we 
encouraged them to exemplify what they meant in a hands-on manner, and they were 
asked to draw on top of the printed sketches. However, if a person hesitated to draw by 
his-/herself, we held the pen and interpreted the comments and ideas, while checking 
that the outcome corresponded to the person’s intention. These sketches and paper 
prototypes, together with the answers in the interview guides, were the documentation 
of this session. 
 

4.2.6 Revision of the design and second test  

After the session I made a compilation of the material, both in the form of lists with 
comments, and visually into sketches. I sent them to the interaction designer of our 
team who, during the design process, had the role of developing and programming the 
prototype. 

A design revision was done based on these comments. To get another round of 
comments on this more elaborated version, a second test was carried out. We gathered 
five new informants with different professions; an anthropologist, an industrial 
designer, an environmental scientist, a graphic designer, and a journalist. They also 
represented different backgrounds, family situations, food interest and attitude to 
organic food. Some of them had a special engagement with or expertise in questions of 
food and sustainability. The same methodology and questions were used as in the first 
user test. We got a lot of useful and relevant feedback from this session too, and a high 
degree of it was applied in the next loop of the design process. 
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4.2.7 Third test with working prototype  

At the third user test the prototype was developed into a testable web application that 
contained a person’s real food purchase data. We recruited eighteen informants for the 
test. Again we strived to have a spread in their backgrounds, interests in food and 
organic production, and attitudes to computers and data. They were asked to do the 
test by themselves on their own computers, but since the data was not yet theirs, they 
were asked to imagine that they were customers of the grocery chain, viewing their own 
individualised data, and use the app in the way they probably would do in this imagined 
situation.  

The purpose was to reflect on, and answer certain open-ended questions while they 
were interacting with the prototype. They were asked to write their insights in a 
document. The questions covered three areas. The first one was usability, where 
navigation, language and relevance of information were parts. The second one was 
about the graphic design, including symbols and the understanding of the organic 
proportion modules. In the third question they were asked to reflect on the EcoPanel 
from their area of professional expertise.  

The comments were compiled and discussed within the team. Again, the feedback 
from the test was valuable, leading to constructive improvements. Moreover, the test 
was confirmative in the sense that most of the proposals for further development were 
already known to the research team. This gave us affirmation of being on the right 
track.  

 

4.2.8 Technical tests 

As a next step, the design was revised into a final design version. The last tests were 
mainly focused on the technical aspects of the application; how did the technical 
functionality and data transmission work; how was the user interface working on 
different platforms, operating systems and screens? 

For these last loops we recruited eight persons with access to different technical 
platforms. Since the tests also contained open-ended questions, it made it possible for 
the test persons to remark on other features apart from the more technical ones. These 
tests were performed in a dialogue between our interaction designer and the test 
persons. From the test results we could develop the application so that it offered a 
more stable technical performance. After this step the EcoPanel prototype was ready to 
be launched. 
 

Launch of the EcoPanel 
In March 2015 we launched the prototype for the grocery chain employees. Here 
comes a brief description of the final EcoPanel version. 

The EcoPanel prototype is a functional web application available online. It 
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visualises the user’s food shopping data over the last twelve months, based on the 
register connected to the membership card. The grocery chain already has access to this 
data, and through the EcoPanel it is brought back to the households. The visualisations 
are connected to the organic part of the purchase, and present various aspects of the 
purchase, for example a total view, a monthly view, and a food category view.  

The following three methods were used to study the EcoPanel after the launch. 
 

4.2.9 Long-term test with users 

Sixty-five employees from the grocery chain logged in to test the EcoPanel. The test 
went on for five months. The duration of the test period was important, to make sure 
the novelty effect did not affect the result.  

The aim of the long-term study was to investigate the third research question “In 
what way does users’ access to their individual sustainability data provided by the 
EcoPanel affect their food shopping practices?” One central part was to see how it 
would influence the users to buy organic food.  
 

4.2.10 Questionnaire 

In order to gain better knowledge about the users of the EcoPanel, we sent out a 
questionnaire at the first log in. The questions targeted the demographic information, 
lifestyle, values, view on ICT, view on food and in particular organic food. Although it 
was not mandatory, 63 of the 65 users filled it in.  
 

4.2.11 Individual interviews with users 

The EcoPanel’s user data and the questionnaire were supplemented with qualitative 
semi-structured interviews. The aim was to gain a deeper understanding of the users’ 
backgrounds and food practices, in relation to their use of the EcoPanel. We selected 
ten informants that were widely representative, from both a demographic and organic 
food perspective. The questions were based on the project’s overall research issues 
formed around three different themes: the informant’s background and food practice, 
the use and feedback of the EcoPanel, and her/his perspectives on food, organic food 
and ICT. Each interview took 1-1.5 hours and was audio recorded with the informant’s 
consent. 
 
More details about how the three last studies were carried out can be found in Paper II. 
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5. Related design research  
The purpose of this section is to describe some of the related design research in order 
to position the work of the EcoPanel to the current field, and show in what ways it 
both aligns and differentiates. 
 
5.1 Related design research artefacts 
Looking in a more focused manner at research through design approaches related to 
food within sustainable HCI shows that, beside the EcoPanel, there are other 
prototypes using ICT for visualising different aspects of sustainable food consumption. 
The following examples are part of a small but seemingly growing category within this 
area. 

Ecofriends is a social media voice that portrays the theme of seasonal food from 
more subjective perspectives, catching up with cooking trends, personal preferences, 
local weather, growing conditions and so on. Looking at the notion seasonal as socially 
constructed “that arises out of people’s situated actions with each other and with their 
environment” (Tholander & Jacobsson 2013).  

Foodprint tells the CO2 footprint of your meals. It is a browser plugin that can be 
used on recipes – one’s own or taken from recipe sites. (www.foodprint.nu)  

The BinCam wants to promote behavioural change through social networks. By 
automatically capturing images of the content in the wastebin, it helps the users to 
reflect on their food waste. The images are immediately uploaded on the BinCam’s 
application on Facebook, visible to its members. (Thieme et al 2012). See picture 4: 
Related design research artefacts 1. 

 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Picture 4: Related design research artefacts 1 
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The lambent shopping handle is mounted on a grocery shopping trolley, and 
visualises information that could be hard to determine from a product’s label, such as 
food-miles and whether the product is organic. The display shows how the average 
food miles of all items in the trolley relate to a norm. (Kalnikaite et al 2011) 

The Nutriflect system. By setting up goals and visualising the nutritional content 
of household’s food consumption the Nutriflect system encourage reflection on 
nutrition. (Reitberger et al 2014) 

The Food Planner targets the planning phase of meals. It is a tool for the 
household to negotiate food values, by suggesting and visualising alternative daily 
meals, including direct environmental feedback. (De Jong et al 2013).  
See picture 5: Related design research artefacts 2. 
 
 

 
Picture 5: Related design research artefacts 2 
 

5.2 The position of the EcoPanel within the field 

Amongst other food related design research, the EcoPanel could relate to these 
prototypes in one way or another. For example, some of them target the field of 
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organic food consumption, and others include the possibility to reflect on food related 
issues. All of them are prototypes using ICT to visualise aspects of sustainable food 
activities. 

The EcoPanel differs in relation to these examples as its specific approach has not 
been done before. Furthermore, it is connected to a situated practice, since the data is 
already there, today given to the costumer on a paper receipt. The EcoPanel gives the 
opportunity to have access to the same data, but extended over time. It is also 
presented in ways that are relevant for the users. Since it is clearly connected to a 
particular time and space, it is considered part of the practice perspective within HCI, 
according to Kuuti and Bannon’s definition (2014).  

In addition, the EcoPanel has a potential scalability, with the possibility to impact 
the shopping practice for the particular grocery store’s 3.4 million customers (read 
more in the section Food shopping practice in an SPT perspective, below). I will also 
argue some more about the EcoPanel´s position in the section Reflection in food 
shopping practices, further below. 
 

5.3 Related design research in a broader area 
Related to a broader area of sustainable design within sustainable interaction design and 
sustainable HCI, a large part of the research literature focuses on electricity and energy 
use. Broms et al (2010), and Katzeff et al (2013) provide some examples where 
consumption data is visualised as a way to provide users with feedback.  

The approach of persuasive techniques such as competition, goal setting and social 
comparisons, used to change behaviour towards sustainability, has been a considerable 
part of the field. This is exemplified by Gustafsson et al (2009), and Zapico & 
Turpeinen (2009). 

There is a growing interest in the area of food in sustainable HCI. Some of the 
literature focusing on this: Blevis & Morse (2009), Choi et al (2012), Choi et al (2013), 
Clear & Friday (2012), Farr-Wharton et at (2013), Ganglbauer et al (2013), and Hirsch 
et al (2010). 
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6. Research findings 
There are important parts of the research findings described in the two papers that are 
part of the thesis. However, this chapter deals with complementary and in-depth 
knowledge addressing the research questions. The chapter is divided into five sections.  

In the first section (6.1) I will present findings related to social practice theory 
(SPT), derived from the theory in section 3 above. It first clarifies the relationships 
between food choice, food shopping practice, the practice of cooking at home, and the 
possibilities for reflection.  

In the next section (6.2) I reason about how SPT can relate to and be useful for 
design practice. 

Thereafter, I will continue with a section (6.3) that covers the complexity of food 
choice that is found to be at the core of food shopping practice. This part has a central 
meaning in this thesis because it highlights the complexity within the food shopping 
practice, and points to the need for reflection in this practice.  

In the fourth section (6.4) I discuss the role of reflection in food shopping practice, 
and how the EcoPanel has a role to play here. 

Last in the chapter I will present the results from the long-term study with users 
(6.5), and the interview results dealing with feedback on the EcoPanel design (6.6). 
 

6.1 Food shopping practice in an SPT perspective 
According to Spaargaren (2003) social practice refers to a domain of everyday life, in 
this thesis limited to food shopping practice. It is here seen as part of the practice of 
cooking at home, where the scenario includes planning, shopping, preparing, eating and 
waste management. I have created the model below to visualise how food choice relates 
to food shopping within the practice of cooking at home. Since studies have shown 
that reflection is an essential component in the food practice perspective, as I will argue 
further on in the chapter, the model also shows the possibility for reflection at each 
stage. See picture 6: Food choice and food shopping as part of the practice of cooking 
at home. 

          Cooking at home 

Picture 6: Food choice and food shopping as part of the practice of cooking at home 
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The food choice already begins when thinking of and planning what food to purchase, 
and will be completed when the choice is made at the grocery store (or in other food 
purchase situations, e.g. online). In each part of the scenario there is a possibility to 
reflect and get insights that could influence the choice on the next occasion.  
 
In my own investigation of food shopping practice from an SPT perspective I have 
used the SPT model according to Shove et al (2012). I have described it earlier in the 
thesis, and it is also shown here as a reminder, in picture 7. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

     Picture 7: SPT model (Shove et al 2012) 
 
In my version that is modified from the Shove model, SPT is applied to the food 
shopping practice, and exemplified with elements from the practice. See picture 8: 
Modified SPT model. 
 

 
Picture 8: Modified SPT model, exemplified with elements from the food shopping practice. 
Modified from Shove et al (2012) 

 
As one can see in the model there are many different elements affecting the food 
shopping practice, for example the knowledge about tasty meals, or how to 
compromise within the family, or how cultural norms and expressions of identity create 
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meaning in the practice. The EcoPanel is here represented as a tool for feedback and 
reflection, in the stuff element division.  

These are examples of elements that are dynamically interwoven into the practice, 
with the potential to affect it - and the context in which it is used – in a more 
sustainable direction.  
To visually strengthen the focus of the food shopping practice, I have also modified the 
Shove model to include the practice as visually present. Additionally, I have enhanced 
the dynamic character of the interconnectedness though adding arrows to the lines.  

The SPT can be used in analysis to notice different elements that are affecting the 
practice; showing that food shopping is a situated practice, not only defined by the 
person’s own food values and intentions to choose organic, but also affected by the 
interlinked elements, such as agricultural policy, selection, the foodstuff’s placement on 
the shelves, pricing, store location, to name a few of the elements.  

This analysis is also an alignment with the theory and the model of food choice 
(picture 9); that by changing one of the factors, the food choice can also be changed. I 
will present this further in the section Food choice in food shopping practice, below 
(6.3). Moreover, the SPT analysis includes the possibility that the users’ insights and 
perhaps more critical reflections could affect several of the other elements, such as 
selection, price, placement of foodstuff in the shop, motivations, and food values. 

Furthermore, since the EcoPanel is part of this situated practice, and strongly linked 
to one of Sweden's largest food retailers, it has the potential to be implemented and 
used on a large-scale basis, over a longer period of time. One may also suppose that, if 
one grocery chain gives this kind of feedback to their customers, the others will follow. 
As we reason in Paper II, in order for practice to change it needs to involve larger 
volume as well as temporal aspects, i.e. target large populations over a longer period of 
time. Therefore, one can argue that the EcoPanel is not only affected by the food 
shopping practice, but also has the possibility to influence change in the same practice. 
From this perspective one can imagine that the SPT model above could be further 
developed by visually integrating a third axis for the scale factor. 

This example demonstrates that an SPT analysis can also be used as a tool for 
change. We reason more about this in Paper II.  

 

6.2 Social practice theory in relation to design practice 
In this part I reason about how SPT relates to design practice, and investigate how SPT 
can be useful in this approach. 

The SPT perspective points towards practice as central in understanding social 
phenomena in society. It raises awareness about stuff being one of the different 
elements that practice is dependent on. Since stuff plays an explicit role in SPT, the 
theory is well suited to be used as a lens for research through design. It could be 
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employed to gain better knowledge of how “designed artefacts shape and are shaped by 
the contexts in which they are used” (Ingram el at 2007).  

It also holds a lot of potential for designers to study certain practices, and use the 
insights to inform the design work (Kuijer et al 2013). SPT broadens the understanding 
about actions and behaviours e.g. food shopping when it is seen from the practice 
perspective, and makes visible the amount of elements affecting the situation, as a way 
of understanding the context of certain behaviour. For design practitioners, this view is 
relevant in the sense that it reduces the risk of falling into the trap of the traditional 
interaction perspective, and focusing too narrowly on the user and the properties of the 
artefact without considering the sociocultural context in which they are positioned. It 
points towards the importance of including broader constellations of concerns, such as 
socially and culturally oriented aspects of the context. Due to this broad view on 
phenomena, it is highly relevant for approaching complex issues such as sustainability 
challenges. 

The user is still a carrier of important knowledge in the design process, but the 
essential asset might not primarily be in the explicit, verbally formulated understanding 
that could be accessed by interviews. Due to the routine character of practice, the 
source of knowledge should also include the implicit part that resides in the practice 
itself. Since this knowledge comes forth in action, it can for example be accessed by 
observations, participatory methods and different kinds of reflections.  

Additionally, this aspect of SPT is aligned with the understanding of the espoused 
theory, and theory in use by Argyris and Schön (1974). They argue that there is a need 
for two different theories, one for what we do (theory in use) and one for what we 
think we do (espoused theory), due to our own limited explicit knowledge about our 
practices.  

I will reason about further consequences for designers in the section Conclusion 
(7.4). 
 
6.3 Food choice in food shopping practice  
In this section I have approached the food shopping practice from the angle of food 
choice. It deals with understanding how individuals choose food from a sustainability 
perspective. To provide an understanding of the complexity, I visualise examples of 
factors that affect the food choice. 
 
The complexity of food choice  
The food shopping practice might seem like a simple and straightforward activity, so 
normal and integrated in our daily life that it risks being unreflected upon and viewed as 
trivial. When looking a bit closer at its core; the part where the food choice takes place, 
it is seen to include rather advanced cognitive and emotional processes. (Franchi 2012, 
Normann 2012). Those processes are affected by several factors, both internal and 
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external, with vital importance for how we choose. The internal ones are for example 
taste, memories, emotions, values and impulses; and the external factors are e.g. the 
situation, accessibility, and properties of the products. (Normann 2012).  

Consumers are not a homogenous group, and have various motives for their way of 
choosing food. However, according to several studies, taste is the most important 
agent, followed by quality, health, price and durable factors, (without internal order). 
Environmental aspects have in general a lower priority. (Ekelund 2003, Holmberg et al 
2007, Magnusson & Biel 2005). Nevertheless, individuals have over the years been 
shown to have an increasing awareness regarding their choices’ impact on several 
societal and political areas, among others the environmental aspect of the food 
production (Holmberg et al 2007). 

How to value the environmental information, or how to choose when several values 
are in conflict could, though, be a dilemma. For example, to decide what has the least 
environmental impact: to buy Swedish produced tomatoes that are not organically 
grown, or organic tomatoes from Holland that have been transported a long distance. 
Another potential dilemma is when the foodstuff’s taste and price clash with its ethical 
values.  

Generally, how we choose is very much a result of cultural and social construction. 
The kind of food that is considered “right” to eat depends to a large degree on the 
contextual social values. In some parts of the world certain foodstuffs are considered 
luxury, while the same eatables in other parts are regarded as junk food (Ibid). 
However, individuals tend to vary the way of choosing depending on circumstances 
that influence them; a hungry person has a tendency to look for observable properties 
of the products, e.g. appearance, scent or a well-known label, rather than other aspects 
that need reflection, like ethics, environment and health. Similarly, a person tends to 
make more unreflected choices if s-/he is stressed or has very limited time for 
shopping. 
 
Visualisation of factors 
To provide a better understanding of the complexity and give an idea of some of the 
factors influencing food choice, I have created a visualisation, see picture 9: Examples 
of factors affecting food choice, below.  

Traditionally there is a tendency for designers to principally look at the user and the 
artefact, which renders a rather limited understanding of the situation. The idea with 
exploring the multitude of factors has instead been to adopt a contextual understanding 
of food choice. With the model I have zoomed out to comprehend a broader 
perspective. 
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Picture 9: Examples of factors affecting food choice  
 
I have chosen to structure the Food choice model in the following five divisions: 
individual, structural, cultural & social, situational & shop-related, and product features. 
I have also divided these into sub-divisions. It is interesting to see that the seemingly 
trivial activity of choosing food could be influenced by so many different aspects. 

The model demonstrates that the food choice is multi-dimensionally affected, and 
dependent on a multitude of different factors. Consequently, a change in any of the 
factors could result in a change of food choice. Since the importance of each aspect is 
constantly fluctuating dependent on the specific situation and each individual´s 
preferences, the mapping has no definite structure. 
 
The model in relation to social practice theory and design 
This food choice model could also be seen through an SPT filter, and one can see that 
its three parts are represented in this model. For example, elements of images and 
meaning are found in the individual category, and stuff is well represented in the 
product feature and shop-related division. The model could therefore be considered to 
relate well to the SPT model.  
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I also discovered, when discussing the model with designers and design-oriented 
researchers, that this way of mapping makes perfect sense for design practitioners. 
Because of its familiar way of categorising it is adaptable for a design practice. 
Moreover, the way the model illustrates the complexity, a broad and diverse perspective 
of the food choice, has its value. 

When looking at the two models Modified SPT model (picture 8) and Examples of 
factors affecting food choice (picture 9), they can both be said to represent the link between 
design and SPT from a food choice perspective. In this way, where one is representing 
a modified SPT view and the other an expanded design view, they point more towards 
the similarities of the two perspectives, rather than the differences. 
 
6.4 Reflection in food shopping practice  
In this section I will discuss the role of reflection in food shopping practice, and how 
the EcoPanel can serve as a tool for this kind of reflection. The reasoning will also 
clarify in what way the EcoPanel differs from the previous related design research. 
 

6.4.1 Unreflected habits and opportunities for reflection 

In practices where the knowledge is situated in the practice itself, the ability to reflect is 
central for the knowledge development. This applies to both design practice as well as 
food shopping practice.  

As we argued in our first paper, food shopping is a frequently done activity, often 
done under time constraints. In combination with its base in complex emotional and 
cognitive decisions, it has a tendency to form into a strong habitual and routine 
practice. Therefore, the way we choose food is not mainly based on rational decisions, 
but instead on automatic, unconscious and intuitive aspects. Since the practice contains 
these implicit and unreflective parts, we tend to stick to our habits, and keep choosing 
in the same way as we usually do. (Magnusson & Biel 2005, Normann 2012).  
 

6.4.2 The EcoPanel as a tool for reflection 

When the activity is routine, implicit and unreflected, we tend to choose the same food 
as we have always done. Consequently, as long as we do not intervene with this kind of 
behaviour, we might not be open to alternatives. However, a tool for reflection, like the 
EcoPanel, could be such an intervention.  

As mentioned before, the households do not know how much organic food they 
are actually buying, hence, the big attitude – behaviour gap. The EcoPanel is an 
opportunity for the consumers to obtain more knowledge about their own food 
shopping practices. By providing the users with relevant feedback on their food 
purchase, and making visible how much organic food they are actually buying, the 
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EcoPanel will contribute to more awareness about the users’ shopping habits and 
behaviours. For instance, the user may think that s-/he spends money on certain things, 
e.g. buys a lot of organic food, while the purchase data may reveal another picture. The 
intention with gaining these reality insights is to align the mental model of what we 
think we do, with what we really do, and in this sense reduce the attitude – behaviour 
gap. This reality check enables reflection and emergent insights that could lead to more 
realistic images about the food consumption, and be a catalyst for intended actions. In 
this sense the EcoPanel is considered a tool for reflective decision-making. 

Moreover, the EcoPanel can support users in the changes they want to make, by 
enabling feedback on any intended action. For instance, users may want to increase 
their amount of organic food, or decrease the amount of sweets and snacks, and can 
then use the application to check the result of their efforts. This reflection could also 
support the users in acting according to their intentions, and thereby close the attitude - 
behaviour gap.  
 

6.4.3 Possibilities for critical reflection 

Apart from its role as a tool for reflection, which aims to extract knowledge from the 
implicit dimension, we also intend to see the EcoPanel as a vehicle for encouraging 
reflection that is more critical. A critical reflection on food practices could make visible 
the assumptions, habits, values and norms that are socially and culturally constructed.  

By viewing the household’s food choice from the sustainable aspect, i.e. organically 
produced food, the EcoPanel affords a norm critical framing of the household’s daily 
food consumption. Along with providing information about organic aspects of food 
production, the EcoPanel can be a tool for enhanced awareness, not only about own 
consumption, but also about other views on organic food; what it means, why it exists 
and is demanded. Also the reflection over the selection, what products are available as 
organically produced, could be framed as critical. (Bohné et al 2015) 
 

6.5 Long-term test with 65 users 
This section describes the results of the long-term test of the EcoPanel, including 65 
users, where we wanted to study how the users would be influenced to buy organic 
food. The background of the study and more details of the results are presented in 
Paper II. 

The test went on for five months, and within a setting as if the EcoPanel was a fully 
launched reflection tool for food shopping practices. With this long-term duration it 
enables us to go beyond the novelty effect. From this study we could see that the use of 
the EcoPanel influenced the users to increase their organic food consumption by an 
average of 23 per cent during this period. The selected reference group consisting of 
2587 users, increased their organic food consumption during the same period by 6 per 
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cent. So compared to them the EcoPanel users buy 17 per cent more organic food. 
 

6.6 Feedback on the EcoPanel design 
This section is based on the results from the interview studies, made with ten of the 65 
users a few weeks after the EcoPanel had been launched. The background of the study 
and some of the results are presented in Paper II. However, I will extend the analysis 
further, presenting additional parts that are relevant for the research questions here. 
The following results describe how the informants respond to the EcoPanel in terms of 
how relevant and accessible the design appeared for them. (The IDs of the informants 
are the same as in Paper II.) 

To start with, the informants were positive to the design of the EcoPanel when it 
came to a general judgement. They thought it was well designed and easy to absorb the 
content. As two of them summed it up: 

"The arrangement of the data was appealing. Visually attractive, very stylish."(I-9) 
"I thought it was very nicely designed, easy to absorb. At the right level, not too 
many details" (I-8) 

 
In the question dealing with the content of the EcoPanel in relation to the users’ 
expectations, the responses showed that the informants were mainly positive. They 
thought the EcoPanel surpassed their expectations and was even better. They were also 
surprised that their food shopping data contained so many different types of 
information. As one of them put it: 

"Wow, this I hadn’t understood. Look, it was great to see the columns of what I 
buy… I do like these things, to click." (I-2) 
 

Two of the informants who did not have a strong commitment to organic food (I-1,   
I-5), expressed their feedback of the EcoPanel in more neutral terms. They wanted first 
of all to see their own general food consumption, especially regarding the different 
categories and the divisions into monthly consumption. But in this sense they found 
the EcoPanel meaningful, as one of them expressed it: 

"That's a good way to visualise how large the food purchases are, at least in this 
grocery chain. It’s a informative way to show how one's buying patterns look like." 
(I-5) 
 

One of the questions covered accessibility. Although there was much information to 
assimilate, the site was experienced as clean and easily accessible, as it was formulated 
by I-3: 

"I think it was nice, felt smooth and easy and not too heavy. Some other pages are 
packed with information all over the place, it makes me so tired, and I find nothing. 
This is pretty clean. I think it is nice."  
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Although we did not directly ask the question, it was shown that the majority of 
informants had told someone else about the EcoPanel. It could be a family member, a 
friend, or a colleague. Some had also shown it to family members, or sent it by e-mail 
to colleagues. The desire to share the EcoPanel confirms that it in some sense creates 
meaning for the users. As two of the informants said: 

 "My husband also thought it was great and fun to see. These circle graphs are great. 
It becomes so clear. "How much of this is there?” And then clicking and seeing all 
the products underneath." (I-3) 
"The others in the family thought it was very stylish and "oh, how awesome and 
fun" and so on." (I-9) 
 

Additionally as described in Paper II, the EcoPanel was considered relevant and 
meaningful in many different ways. For instance, because the EcoPanel gives valuable 
knowledge about the household’s food shopping practices, because it was found 
motivating to see the organic results and development over time, and because it 
confirms the household’s organic ambition. More of the results can be found in Paper 
II. 
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7. Conclusions 
In this section I reason about how the research findings are linked to the research 
questions. I also discuss the consequences of the findings in some broader terms.  
 

7.1 RQ1 - How can food shopping be framed and understood to 
contextualise the role of the EcoPanel as a tool for reflection? 

During the research process the understanding of the EcoPanel has changed, from 
being an interactive prototype driven by sustainability data, to becoming a tool for 
reflection for a situated practice like food shopping. In order to contextualise the role 
of the EcoPanel as a tool for reflection, there is a need for a deepened understanding 
about the food shopping practice, both from an SPT perspective and from the 
individual’s food choice perspective, 

RQ1 has partly been answered in both papers, and more extensively in the thesis 
sections Social practice theory, Food choice in food shopping practice, Reflection in 
food shopping practice and Food shopping practice in an SPT perspective. 

The analysis of food shopping from an SPT perspective gives a framing that looks 
beyond the narrow focus of the individual to embrace a more holistic view. The food 
shopping practice itself is at the core of the understanding, formed by the interlinked 
elements of the categories stuff, images and skills. Since social practice theory is not a 
coherent theory, it can also be analysed from other divisions of the elements. From a 
broader perspective it could be seen as practices that are creating individual actions and 
forming social structures, instead of individual actions forming practices. In order for 
practice to change it needs to involve larger volumes as well as temporal aspects, i.e. 
target large populations over a longer period of time 

From the SPT perspective food shopping is understood as a knowledge that is 
situated in the practice. Furthermore, food shopping has been explored from the more 
focused perspective of food choice, which deals with the factors that affect how 
individuals choose food. The food choice is here understood to be a rather advanced 
cognitive and emotional activity that is affected by many different internal and external 
factors. In my model of food choice (picture 9) I visualise the multi-dimensional aspect 
of it. The food choice is dependent on a multitude of different factors, which means 
that a change in any of the factors could result in another food choice. 

It is fundamental to understand the complexity of choosing food in order to 
understand the role of reflection in food shopping practice. Part of that is the insight 
that the practice has a tendency to be strongly habitual, unreflected and routine, and 
therefore we tend to choose the food based on automatic and intuitive decisions. 
Hence, if the practice is not intervened with or reflected on, there is a strong tendency 
to stick to the habitual behaviour and choose the same food as we have always done. 
Which in turn limits the possibilities for any sustainable change. 

However, by providing the users with relevant feedback on their food choice, the 
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EcoPanel supports reflection and insights about their food shopping practices. In this 
sense the EcoPanel is considered a tool for reflective decision-making. Due to this 
reflection, the EcoPanel could be framed as the intervention needed that could 
contribute to a sustainable change in food shopping practices. 

In addition to being a tool for reflective decision-making we intend to see the 
EcoPanel as a vehicle for reflection that is more critical. Due to its specific way of 
framing the household’s food consumption, it could make visible the assumptions, 
habits, values and norms that are socially and culturally constructed in food shopping 
practices. 

To summarise: a better understanding of food shopping practice from an SPT 
perspective, the importance of reflection in this practice, and the knowledge about 
factors that influence the food choice, have together formed the foundation where the 
role of EcoPanel, as a tool for reflection, is contextualised and comprehended. 
 
7.2 RQ2 - How can the EcoPanel, a prototype driven by 
sustainable grocery data, be designed to be as relevant and 
accessible as possible for the user?  

This question aims to develop knowledge by research through design. To understand 
the framing of this approach is a condition for understanding design work in a research 
context. The research through design approach is described in the section Methodology 
(4.1). 
In our design inquiry we have asked how a prototype driven by sustainable grocery data 
can be designed to be as relevant and accessible as possible for the user. Part of the 
answer can be found in Paper I, where the EcoPanel is described in detail and the 
design process is outlined. A more extensive account of the design process can be seen 
in the section Methods (4.2). One central part of the process deals with the content of 
the interview guide for the user feedback sessions (4.2.3), where the questions mainly 
target how relevant and accessible the informants perceived the different aspects of the 
prototype. Accordingly, how the users answered these questions were the guiding 
principles for further design development.  

From our final interview study about the design, we find that all informants reacted 
positively to the EcoPanel when it came to general judgement. Even if not everyone 
were interested in their organic levels, they thought it was well designed, visually 
appealing and easy to assimilate the information. Although there was much information 
to assimilate, the interface was experienced as clean and easily accessible. 

When it comes to the relevance of the EcoPanel, it was considered relevant and 
meaningful in many different ways, as described in Paper II; the EcoPanel gives 
valuable knowledge about the household’s food shopping practices, it was found 
motivating to see the organic results and development over time, and it also confirmed 
the household’s organic ambition. 
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Considering the content divided into the different functions, the responses were 
also mainly positive. Several of the informants were surprised that their food shopping 
data contained so many different aspects of information. Almost everyone, except the 
informant that purchased less than 25% of the family’s purchases at this food chain, 
found information that was relevant and meaningful to them.  

Several of the users had told someone else about the EcoPanel. The desire to share 
the EcoPanel confirms that it in some sense creates meaning for the users. Altogether, 
the results from this study argue for the design strategy of the EcoPanel being 
successfully conducted. 

Another sign of the successful outcome of the EcoPanel is that our collaborating 
partner wanted to take a next step in the development of the prototype towards a real 
application. If offered to all their members, the EcoPanel could potentially be used by 
3.4 million people in the near future (Coop 2016). 

Finally, since the EcoPanel is a result of the research through design approach, one 
can conclude that parts of the knowledge created by this design investigation are 
embodied in and communicated through the artefact. 

 

7.3 RQ3 - In what way does users’ access to their individual 
sustainability data provided by the EcoPanel affect their food 
shopping practices?  

This question deals with how the EcoPanel affects users’ food shopping practices. 
Part of the answer is included in Paper II, where we describe the outcome of our 
studies.  

In the five months’ test with The EcoPanel we wanted to study how the 65 users 
would be affected in buying organic food. We could see that the use of the EcoPanel 
influenced the users to increase their organic food consumption by an average of 23 per 
cent during this period. But since the reference group also increased their organic food 
consumption by 6 per cent during the same period, we can summarise that the 
EcoPanel users buy 17 per cent more organic food. 

In another study we interviewed ten of the 65 users. We asked the informants to 
reflect on how the EcoPanel influences shopping for organic food products. The 
results showed that eight of the informants thought that it gave them valuable 
knowledge about their food shopping practices. Since nine of them had some kind of 
organic ambition, the visual feedback of the organic share gave them an 
acknowledgement of their intentions. The informants also mentioned that the organic 
levels of the different food categories were new knowledge for them, and therefore also 
interesting and meaningful. 

Furthermore, we can see that the feedback from the EcoPanel provides the users 
with a reality check, which enables them to gain insights into how much organic food 
they are actually buying. Consequently, if the mental model of what we think we do can 
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be better aligned with what we really do, the attitude – behaviour gap can be smaller. 
From our studies we can also see the potential for the EcoPanel to provide 

feedback on intended actions, and thereby support the users in the changes they wish 
to make. Therefore, by assisting users to act according to their intentions, there is 
another way to close the attitude - behaviour gap. By addressing the different 
possibilities to reduce this gap, the EcoPanel has the potential to function as a change 
agent towards more sustainable food shopping practices. 

Additionally, the EcoPanel has motivated the informants to buy organic food in 
other ways. One of them said that the reason was that the EcoPanel was very well 
designed and appealing. Another mentioned that is was motivating to see the organic 
development visualised over time. A third one thought the EcoPanel functioned as “a 
good conscience sitting on the shoulder” that could strengthen her intentions to buy 
organic when she was in the store.	  

To summarise: through the EcoPanel, the users get feedback on the organic 
proportion of their food purchases, and can therefore make more reflective decisions. 
This is shown to be highly relevant and creates meaning for the users in several 
different ways. From this result, in combination with the result of the long-term study 
that showed an increased organic purchase level for the EcoPanel users in comparison 
with the reference group, we can conclude that the EcoPanel definitely contributes with 
support for more sustainable food practices. 

 

7.4 RQ4 - How can SPT be useful for design practice? 

The intention with this question is to gain a better knowledge of how SPT can be useful 
for design practice, mainly from industrial design and HCI perspectives. The question 
has been discussed in the thesis’ section Social practice theory in relation to design 
practice (6.2). 

Some of the key findings show that the SPT perspective points towards practice as 
central in understanding phenomena on different levels, for individuals as well as in 
society. It raises awareness about how different elements within the categories stuff, 
images and skills can affect the practice. For example it broadens the understanding 
about the food shopping practice and the role of the EcoPanel, and shows how 
different elements are interlinked and how they affect each other. It is a view that goes 
beyond the traditional interaction perspective, and points to the importance of 
approaching complex issues, such as sustainability challenges, with an awareness that 
includes a broader constellation of concerns, e.g. social and cultural aspects of the 
context.  

For design practitioners, this view is relevant in the sense that it reduces the risk of 
falling into the trap of focusing too narrowly and too quickly on the user and the 
properties of the design proposal, without considering the sociocultural context in 
which they are positioned. Consequently, it is a reminder about the importance of going 
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outside of the studio, out into the world, exploring and participating in everyday life 
practices. Designers might therefore need to update their empathy, curiosity and 
observational skills, to be able to include this value in the design process. 

The user is still a carrier of important knowledge in the design process, but the most 
valuable knowledge might not be accessed by interviews. Due to the amount of implicit 
knowledge in practice, it might instead be accessed by field studies, observations, and 
different kind of reflections. I can also see that this kind of knowledge comes forth in, 
and fits well with, more designerly oriented approaches, such as processes driven by 
design experiments, prototypes and participatory methods. 

Furthermore, to view phenomena in the light of practice can affect the perception 
of the world, seeing that we cannot access everything we know through words, and 
consequently make us more aware and observant of the implicit aspects of reality. 

In addition to the fact that this view is highly relevant for complex issues such as 
sustainability challenges, I can see the value for designers in their emerging roles to 
approach more socially embedded concerns, such as social innovation and design for 
public policies. 
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8. Future research 
This thesis has, amongst other things contributed to a better understanding of the 
complexity of food shopping practices in order to promote development towards a 
sustainable society in the food domain. However, more research is required to develop 
the field further. One interesting question for future research would be to investigate 
how the role of reflection could be more elaborated in the food shopping practice.  

The research has also developed knowledge by a research through design approach, 
resulting in the prototype, the EcoPanel. A possible next step from a design perspective 
could be to work a bit more experimentally and develop a number of concepts or 
prototypes in order to open up to more norm critical perspectives - to investigate how 
to stretch the limits and be more visionary in terms of how food shopping practices 
could be constructed in a future society.  

The topic of food waste was introduced at the beginning of the thesis. How to 
manage food waste in the future, both from a resource perspective and a climate 
perspective, is an issue with a huge potential for design to find new sustainable 
approaches. 

I believe the core strength of the design practice and the research through design 
approach is to create visionary design proposals and “what ifs” that could facilitate 
broader perspectives on the future and show alternative ways to live in a sustainable 
society. Why not use this asset in future research when it is so well needed in the world 
as it looks today? 
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Abstract— While the purchases of organic food are increasing 
rapidly, it accounts for only a small fraction of the total 
consumption, and there is still a big gap between consumer values 
awareness and the actual consumption. This article explores how 
detailed personal feedback could help the households to gain 
insight and reflect on their consumption, the text presents the 
design process of developing a prototype, the EcoPanel, in 
collaboration with a major player on the food retail market. Based 
on the access to detailed tracking of purchase data, the aim of the 
design was to provide relevant feedback to facilitate for reflection 
on the user’s own food choices. The design prototype is intended to 
serve as an instrument for insight and reflection and to bring 
unconscious aspects of grocery shopping to conscious awareness. 
Following a research through design approach, this article 
describes the interdependent steps in designing the EcoPanel and 
design decisions playing a role for users’ critical reflection of their 
food choice practices. It discusses the intention of each module in 
providing insight. Finally, we discuss how a social practice 
perspective may be useful for identifying fruitful future research 
into the design for more sustainable grocery shopping practices 

Keywords—food, eco-feedback, sustainable practice, design, 
organic food. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The current food production system has a big negative 

environmental impact, contributing to climate change, 
biodiversity loss and ecosystem degradation [1]. The primary 
environmental impact of food (e.g. greenhouse gas emissions) 
is connected to the production phase [2]. Thus, it matters how 
food is produced and how inputs to farm production are 
sourced. Organic production systems focus on reducing the 
environmental impact of food production by eliminating 
fertilizers and chemical herbicides and pesticides, working with 
closing nutrient loops, and improving animal welfare [3]. 
While it has not been shown beyond doubt that organic food is 
better for the environment and human health in all respects, 
there is enough data to suggest considerable benefits [3,4]. 
Therefore, one way for retailers and consumers to work with 
sustainability issues is to substitute non-organic foods with 
organic foods. Although the climate aspect and the emission of 
green house gases (GHG) is a major challenge for food 

production and consumption in the world, we will not cover the 
topic in this paper. 

While there is an increased awareness on the benefits of 
organic food production, there is a behaviour gap between the 
consumer willingness to buy organic food products and the 
actual purchases [5]. Labels, such as the EU organic and 
KRAV, regulate the marketing of organic food and assure the 
consumers that the production has been carried out according 
to the standards and principles of organic agriculture. Although 
the consumption of labelled organic food has increased quite 
rapidly during the last years, the current percentage in Sweden 
is still only around 4% of total food consumption [6]. 

This article will present the design process of creating the 
EcoPanel, an exploration of how detailed personal feedback 
and knowledge on organic food coupled with information on 
how to act upon this information could be used for promoting 
reflection and closing this gap.  

II. DESIGN FOR CRITICAL REFLECTION 
Households grocery shopping might at first glance seem 

like a simple and straightforward activity. When breaking 
down its constituents, though, a complexity soon emerges. 
Routine elements are mixed with advanced cognitive and 
emotional processes [7,8]. Since grocery shopping is a 
frequently done activity that we tend to do under time 
constraints, there is a strong habitual and routine aspect to it. 
The food choice cannot therefore mainly be viewed as based on 
a rational set of decisions, but rather includes a large degree of 
automatic, unconscious and intuitive aspects. Because of this 
more implicit and unreflective part of the practice, there is a 
tendency to stick to a habitual behaviour, and keep on choosing 
in the same way as one usually does [8,9]. 

Thus, the habitual and automatic parts of grocery shopping 
are by nature not reflected upon. As major parts of the food 
choice practice are based on routine activities they might be 
closed to alternative types of behaviour [9], unless they are 
intervened with. An instrument for reflection might constitute 
such an intervention. The purpose of the design developed in 
this paper – the EcoPanel – is to serve as an instrument for 
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insight and reflection. It aims to bring unconscious aspects of 
grocery shopping to conscious awareness, thereby making 
them available for conscious choice. This way of using a 
design outcome is referred to as reflective design e.g. [10]). 
Critical reflection has also been defined as "the kind of 
thinking that consists of turning a subject in the mind and 
giving it serious and consecutive considerations" [11]. 

The intention of the EcoPanel is, thus, to play a role for 
users’ critical reflection of their food choice practices. This 
reflection may refine the assumptions, habits, values and norms 
that are socially and culturally constructed. The EcoPanel 
would intervene with the possibility to view the daily 
consumption from the particular organic and sustainable angle, 
and therefore impose a norm critical framing of the food 
consumption.  

By affording a critical feedback of the household’s 
consumption and provide information about organic aspects of 
food production, the EcoPanel intends to enhance the 
awareness not only about the own consumption, but also about 
general views on organic food; what it means, why it exists and 
is demanded. Moreover, the EcoPanel may raise critical 
questions regarding the assortment, availability of organically 
produced products as organically produced. 

III. PREVIOUS DESIGN APPROACHES TO ORGANIC FOOD 
CONSUMPTION 

The research literature contains a few attempts to address 
how design may play a role for raising awareness of organic 
food consumption. Recently, the use of interactive technologies 
for sustainability purposes has attracted an increasing attention 
from the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community 
[12,13]. This includes using interactive technologies for 
providing environmental information, such as electricity use, 
visible for providing feedback [14,15,16], and using persuasive 
techniques such as competition, goal setting, social 
comparisons, self monitoring, praise, etc. to change behaviour 
towards sustainability [17]. 

While much of sustainable interaction design has focused 
on electricity and energy, there is a growing interest in the area 
of sustainable food [18,19]. Examples of efforts include using 
technology for visualizing the carbon footprint of food [20], 
visualizing food-miles [21], and helping users to reflect on 
food waste [22,23].  

Other relevant work on interaction design for promoting 
organic grocery consumption has directed attention towards the 
reflective need in grocery shopping. In 2012 there was a 
workshop at the DIS-conference [24] focusing in ways to 
promote more environmentally aware, socially inclusive, and 
healthier food practices through critical reflection. Submissions 
to the workshop focused on inductive research methodologies 
acknowledging the complexity of the area. Others focused on 
the use of social media as a means for provoking critical 
reflection on food practices [25], the mobile application 
Ecofriends is such a design attempt [26]. 

Whereas the work above targets the product choice phase, 
the design prototype “The Food Planner” focused instead on 
the planning phase and the choice of different meals [27]. This 
prototype was designed to visualize alternative food choices 

and provide a space for households to negotiate food values, 
while opening up possibilities for changing cooking practices. 
It was presented on an iPad and had suggestions of daily meals, 
including direct environmental feedback.  

Reitberger et al [28] used tracking of food consumption to 
encourage reflection on the nutritional content of food. The 
Nutriflect system was designed and tested during four weeks in 
eight households. Nutriflect enables users to compare their 
household’s food consumption against the food pyramid or 
with their own nutritional aims according to their choice. 
Informants’ testimonies indicate that the system fostered 
reflections on users’ own shopping behaviour.  

The EcoPanel, presented here, is a prototype for a web 
application using interactive technology for providing feedback 
to users about their organic food consumption. The intention is 
to increase users’ knowledge about their consumption patterns 
and help them in changing their practices and increasing their 
percentage of organic food consumption. The EcoPanel, thus, 
intends to increase consumers’ knowledge regarding their own 
purchase of organic food through critical reflection.  

A central aspect of the EcoPanel’s design is the access to 
detailed purchase data. Grocery consumers have not had access 
to their own continuous feedback on their shopping before. 
Shopping receipts contain data about the particular shopping 
occasion, but don’t provide aggregate data on a continuous 
long-term basis that could provide feedback about habits and 
practices. This lack of data is a limiting factor for design 
interventions in grocery shopping. While electricity data is 
quantifiable and easy to gather both at an appliance level and at 
a household level, food consumption data is not available to the 
users in a way that is easy to reuse in eco-feedback 
visualizations. Possibilities include saving and manually 
logging the information [23], having products tagged with 
RFID tags [29] or having a camera in the fridge [30].  

In many cases the detailed purchase data for a household 
already exists in the databases of supermarkets, as the 
customers use fidelity cards that identify them. This data is 
used by supermarkets to gain insight on consumer behaviour 
and to tailor offers. It is on the other hand not available for the 
customers. This paper shows how the availability of this data 
allows creating eco-feedback visualization about personal food 
consumption and scaling them up to widespread use. The 
EcoPanel was developed in collaboration with a major grocery 
chain. Therefore, it has a potential of reaching several millions 
of households. 

IV. A RESEARCH THROUGH DESIGN APPROACH 
This article presents the design of a prototype following a 

research through design (RtD) approach [31,32]. We use the 
RtD approach specifically to explore the use of interactive 
technologies for eco-feedback visualization in the area of 
organic grocery shopping. Along the lines of RtD, the design 
process together with the resulting prototype intends to 
construct new knowledge in this particular area. Frayling [31] 
defines research through design as the knowledge that is 
“embodied in the artefact”, i.e. knowledge is created and 
communicated through the artefact. Another distinguishing 
quality of the RtD approach is its aptitude for exploring and 
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speculating [33]. The design of the EcoPanel should be 
regarded in this light.  

V. DESIGN PROCESS 
How the design process is conducted is central to the 

understanding of the RtD methodology. As opposed to a linear 
process, the design process of the EcoPanel was iterative, 
through loops based on ideas, tests and revisions. The design 
process was user-centric, with the end-users for the EcoPanel 
being customers of the grocery store in question. The design 
process was carried out along the five phases in Table 1. 

Table 1: Design phases of Eco Panel 

Design 
phase 

Description 

1. Design of 
concept 

Based on information on food 
purchase specified on customer 
receipts 

2. Design of 
paper 
prototype 

Based on workshop within 
interdisciplinary project team 
(computer science, graphical and 
industrial design, HCI, and 
psychology) and with grocery chain  

3. Focus 
group  

Discussions with selected 
potential users on their views on 
issues regarding food purchase 
practices 

4. User 
evaluation  

Potential user groups evaluate 
paper prototypes. Evaluations are 
combined with individual 
interviews to further inform the 
design 

5. Functional 
prototypes 

Iterative process where 
prototypes are user evaluated and 
revised 

 

The numbering of the phases in Table 1 indicates that the 
phases were more or less dependent on each other, although 
quite loosely formalized. 

After the initial concept formation stage, the content and 
messages that the design would communicate were formulated. 
A design of the content was sketched in multiple versions in 
paper prototypes, subsequently evaluated by potential users 
(phase 3 and 4). 

In phase 3 – the focus group - we asked informants to 
contribute with their knowledge and reflections on their habits 
for planning, organizing and shopping groceries. They were, 
thus, framed as experts on their own food choice practice. In 
this way, the meaning of EcoPanel would be grounded in a real 
world context. In phase 4 informants evaluated the EcoPanel in 
terms of usability. They evaluated the paper prototype from 
different aspects: comprehensibility, relevance of the 
information and the ease of use of the paper prototype.  

Design decisions for the functional prototype development 
were based on results from the focus group discussion in phase 
3; the varying expertise in the group; and on literature from the 
area of sustainable HCI. Design for reflection was a guiding 
principle. To allow users to reflect upon their food choice, the 
following assumptions concerning the type of feedback users 
could need were expressed: 

• Feedback on the amount of their own organic grocery 
purchase in the past compared to their total purchase 

• Feedback on the variation of the amount of their total 
purchase and of organic grocery purchase over time 

• Feedback on the variation of the amount of organic 
grocery purchases divided into product categories 

• Information on how to make the greatest impact on the 
environment through the type of groceries they buy and 
feedback on their own purchase of these groceries. 

• General knowledge on the value of organic groceries. 

Based on these assumptions a design space of possible 
modules was defined and a set of these were selected and 
designed. In total 15 different modules were designed, 
reflecting our ideas both in regard of content and possible 
forms. Since we also wanted to explore more broadly how the 
data could be expressed, we widened the scope at one of the 
modules and sketched five versions, with different kinds of 
expressions. 

In the first loop of phase 5, the prototype was discussed and 
tested together with the users. This included technical testing of 
the prototype. Results were analysed, and based on the analysis 
a new prototype was created. The process was continued by a 
second loop where this new prototype was tested. These 
iterative loops were generated until a wished result had been 
achieved. 

VI. FINAL PROTOTYPE 
The final prototype is a fully functional web application 

developed using a combination of different web technologies1. 
The website is available online and the users can login using 
their membership ID and a password. The only requirement to 
get access to the application is to be a registered customer and 
to have access to a computer. The information shown is on 
household level (the data is aggregated for all the persons in a 
common household). 

The application gets daily data about the users purchases at 
the supermarket chain at a product level (each product 
purchased is a data point). The data available from the 
purchases includes user identification, date of purchase, and a 
list of all the products purchased including: product name, 
product category, product price, and information if the product 
is organic certified or not. 

The focus of the design was decided to be on organic food, 
using organic certification and money spent as basis of the 

                                                             
1 It is developed in JavaScript, using Node.js as software platform, MongoDB 

as database, and the JavaScript library D3.js for the visualizations. 
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feedback provided. Other aspects such as food miles or carbon 
emissions are not included because data quality issues. The 
place of origin is not available for many products, and 
calculating environmental impact of food products have to rely 
on LCA (life cycle analysis) that are usually based on generic 
data and usually not available for all products. The amount of 
money spent, and how much of it is organic, is data that can be 
provided without adding uncertainties.  

The visualization is presented as a single page with 
different modules that provide different views of the data (See 
Figure 1).  

 
Fig. 1. Overview of the application. 

In one of our first user feedback sessions we considered a space 
of possible design proposals. One proposal was the ability to 
customize the overall functionality by individually choosing 
number and types of modules depending on personal needs. 
Through an adaptive interface the user would be able to pick a 
preferred module. The overall design would, then, be as 
complex or simple as wished for. For one individual it might be 
interesting to only access the total organic percentage, while for 
another it might be a far more complex interaction. This idea of 
an individually designed interaction creates conditions for 
different types of users and user needs, and was well received 
by the respondents. Since the feature is technically complex, 
we decided to postpone it for future development.  

The existing modules in the final prototype are: 

A. Total view 
The first module shows the total amount of money spent 

during the last twelve months, and which percentage of that 
was organic. This aims to provide a first overview and give a 
general insight on the percentage of organic products bought. 

 
Fig. 2. Total view. 

B. Monthly view 
The second module breaks up the total data into different 

months to provide a time perspective. It shows the money spent 
and percentage of organic purchases month by month for the 
last twelve months. The users can select between using an 
absolute range based on money (see figure 3) or a relative 
range based on percentage (see figure 4).  

 
Fig. 3. Monthly view (absolute). 
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Fig. 4. Monthly view (percentage). 

C. Categories 
The third and biggest module visualizes the purchases per 

month divided by product categories: meat, fish, dairy and 
eggs, fruit and vegetables, pantry items, snacks and candy, 
bread and cereals, frozen food. “Pantry items” is also used as a 
catch category for items that do not fit the existing categories. 
This taxonomy is a compromise between the existing business 
categories and usefulness for the users.  

These categories are presented as pie charts with the 
amount of money spent represented in the area, and the 
percentage of organic products as a sector of the chart with 
higher opacity. The user can navigate between the different 
months using arrows. This feature includes an animation 
component that transitions the size and ecological percentage 
between the different months to mark the difference in a clear 
way. There is also a “plus” button to see the detailed purchases 
at a product level. This is presented as a text based list of 
products with their name, price and organic labelling. 

The aim of the grocery categories module is to provide a 
more detailed insight on purchases practices, and to help users 
to identify categories where they buy mostly organic groceries 
versus other categories where there may be room for an 
increase of organic groceries. 

 
Fig. 5. Part of the categories module. 

D. Five products challenge 
This module shows five different products or categories 

that are especially important to buy organic [34]: potatoes (high 

pesticide use), dairy and meat (animal wellbeing), bananas and 
grapes, and coffee (high pesticide use).  The visualization 
presents the current performance during the last months (how 
much the user bought organic in that category in percentage), 
and includes both an arrow showing the trend (increasing, 
decreasing, equal) and an Eko! symbol if the performance is 
already outstanding. This module is a more normative view of 
the data, intended to make the data actionable and aiming to 
help the users who are motivated to increase their proportion of 
organic food purchase. 

 
Fig. 6. Five Products Challenge 

E. Other 
The application includes additional modules, intended to 

provide information about the benefits of buying organic food. 
Links to other sources containing information on organic food 
are also included. Finally, practical information is presented, 
such as general information about the application and contact 
information (See last row of figure 1). 

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. Feedback and persuasion 
This article presented the design of the EcoPanel, a web 

application using eco-feedback visualization in the domain of 
grocery shopping. Based on the access to detailed purchase 
data, the aim of the design was to provide relevant feedback to 
facilitate reflection on the user’s own food choices. The 
EcoPanel has a normative intent, as it encourages users to 
reflect about their food purchases and to increase their 
proportion of organic food purchases. This can be connected to 
the use of technology to change personal behaviour proposed 
by the areas of persuasive technology [35], quantified self 2 and 
many applications in sustainable HCI [13], particularly eco-
feedback applications [36]. This focus on individual 
behavioural change has been criticised in sustainable HCI in 
general by Brynjarsdóttir et al. [37] suggesting that it is not 
possible to put the responsibility in individual actions without 
taking into account the social, economical and cultural context. 
Strengers [38] criticises also the naive believe that information 

                                                             
2. See an introduction to the quantified-self ideas here: 

http://www.economist.com/node/21548493  
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by itself is enough for creating sustainability, and that many 
eco-feedback applications are designed for a non existing ideal, 
the Resource Man: “Resource Man is interested in his own 
energy data, understands it, and wants to use it to change the 
way he uses energy. He responds rationally to […] detailed 
data provided about the costs, resource units […], and 
impacts.” This resource man is the energy representation of the 
modernist ideas of a “homus economicus” who makes rational 
choices based on utility and available information, connecting 
to Brynjarsdóttir et al. [37] discussion about the modernism 
values inherent in the individual behaviour change of 
persuasion technologies. In the case of food it gets even more 
complicated, as food practices have more social, cultural and 
health components than energy consumption. Ganglbauer et al 
[30] discuss these complexities in the case of food waste, 
arguing that food waste is not only a discrete action from 
individuals but part of complex integrated practices such as 
cooking and shopping, which are also shaped by existing social 
and economic structures.  

The EcoPanel concept is similar to those that other eco-
feedback technologies have explored in the area of energy and 
electricity. But it can be argued that the intent is different; we 
don’t expect that the mere provision of information and 
feedback will change users’ behaviour. We are aware that the 
grocery shopping process is complex and based on habits, 
values, contextual components, and in many cases paradoxes 
and emotionally grounded decisions. But while providing 
feedback may not automatically change behaviour, we believe 
that it can contribute to: 

• Gaining insight into practices and aligning mental 
model of what we think we do, with the reality of 
what we really do. For instance, the user may think 
that they spend their money on certain things, or buy a 
lot of organic food, while the purchase data may 
reveal another picture. This reflection could help 
closing the aforementioned gap between the 
willingness to buy organic food and the actual 
purchases. 

• Providing feedback on possible actions open to 
users. For instance, users may want to increase their 
amount of organic food purchases, or change to 
organic coffee or decrease the amount of candy and 
snacks, and can then use the application to check the 
result of the efforts. The intent is not to try to actually 
persuade anyone into behavioural change that they do 
not want, but supporting users in the changes they 
want to make (closing the gap between willingness 
and action).   

The EcoPanel was designed to support these two ways of 
critical reflection, both by providing an analysis of the past 
historical data in a long term, to provide insight into patterns 
and practices, but also allowing to get feedback about changes 
in the purchase activity. 

It is worth reminding that the version in this paper is a 
prototype, a part of a learning process, and not a final design. 
In addition to the potential of having user-customized content 
as discussed earlier, the EcoPanel could come in other formats 
and platforms. It could, for instance, be presented on terminals 

in the store. By swiping their membership cards, users could 
get easy access to their data feedback. This kind of interface 
could create conditions for different types of user situations. 

Alternative representations of the data should also be 
considered. Instead of the form of bar diagrams, the 
presentation of data could be more emotional, where the data 
would be represented in different modalities such as sound, 
colors, animations, abstract forms etc. This could also be 
customized to the individual. 

B. A social practice perspective 
The complexity of the negative effects of current food 

production systems must not be under-estimated. To 
understand how households may play a role in a transition from 
current food production systems to production systems 
supporting a sustainable development, we need to understand 
their role in relation to the whole.  A social practice perspective 
may open up new opportunities for understanding and 
potentially change everyday practices in a sustainable 
direction. Although there are several variants of social practice 
theory, they unite in their view that practices, rather than 
individuals constitute and mediate social reality [38]. Skills or 
“shared embodied know-how” constitutes the foundation of 
practice. Object, technologies or instruments is another point of 
agreement among different variants of social practice theory.  

The social practice perspective entails that human actions 
are viewed as part of an ecological system rather than isolated 
phenomena. Also, this perspective is useful to avoid losing 
sight of the complex system in which households have one 
important role to play. The actors influence the food choice 
practice, but also vice versa, the actors are affected by the 
practice. Relevant actors and components that affect the food 
choice practice include for instance grocery stores, farmers, 
agriculture politics, instruments and knowledge, retail policies 
and distribution, food taste and health characteristics, etc. (see 
Figure 7). 

 
Fig. 7. Interconnection of components affecting food choice practice 

One example is the context of grocery stores. Their 
selection of the organic range, the positioning of the products 
in the shop, the pricing, etc., are all factors influencing the food 
choice. However, practice can also put pressure on the stores. If 
the ecologic products become popular by the consumers, all the 
mentioned factors would be affected in some way. 

This paper presented an approach targeting the retail store, 
instruments and household practices. We proposed that design 
might be a powerful instrument in targeting the relationship 
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between the retail store and households. Detailed personal 
feedback and knowledge on organic food coupled with 
information on how to act upon this information are designed 
in a web prototype.  

The EcoPanel involves a tension between the components 
of eco-feedback and functionality - common within persuasive 
and quantified-self technologies - and the complex social and 
cultural practice that grocery shopping entails. The EcoPanel is 
one step towards the exploration of this tension. By user 
participation and looking ahead, we will continue to explore 
the relationships in the light of social practice theory. 

C. Commercial versus ideologically driven aspects 
Another interesting discussion could be the tension 

between the commercial versus more ideologically driven 
aspects that might appear within the grocery chain regarding 
the use of the EcoPanel. The concept of giving feedback to 
users on various kinds of consumption, not only the organic 
parts, enables users to be more in control of their 
consumption. This might lead to lost profit for the grocery 
chain, since it might reduce users motivation for buying 
particular types of groceries, e.g. groceries included in the 
category “Candy, snacks and soda”. Since this category is one 
of the most profitable for the grocery retailer, tensions might 
be created within the company regarding the visualization of 
this type of data. 
    

D. Future research 
The next step for project is performing a user study with the 

final prototype for testing the hypotheses that are presented in 
this article and that are the basis of the design. The application 
will be tested by a number of users (between 50 to 100) during 
three months. The evaluation will focus on exploring the users’ 
understanding of their own food purchase practices (with 
emphasis on organic food choices) and if and how feedback 
promoted reflection about their practices and affected their 
understanding. The study will also compare the changes in 
understanding with actual changes in the purchases practices. 

An interesting aspect of the EcoPanel is the possibility of 
access to detailed quantitative data for evaluation. The user 
study will use a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
methods. From a qualitative perspective, we will use 
questionnaires (both before and after the user uses the 
application) and interviews, to inquiry about the users own 
understanding and values. This information can then be 
correlated with the quantitative information about real users’ 
purchase practices compared to their expected organic 
purchases. With the existing data about the historical 
consumption and the data collected during the user test we will 
also analyse the changes in organic purchase practices, 
connecting it to the users’ values and understanding. The 
mixed inquiry approach using both qualitative and quantitative 
methods, will be an interesting way of exploring complex 
questions such as food purchase practices. 

Food consumption is one of the main environmental 
impacts in our everyday life, but eco-feedback research has 
mostly focused on electricity and energy, while food has not 

gotten so much attention due to the more difficult access to 
data. The design of the EcoPanel presented in this article shows 
the possibilities of how we can use existing purchase data from 
supermarkets to provide users insight and feedback about their 
purchases practices for promoting critical reflection and 
encourage organic food choices. To create the design we 
followed an iterative design process that allowed us to include 
user and expert feedback and to use the design process itself as 
a tool for inquiry and exploring new possibilities in this field. 
From the design process and the existing literature we have 
identified an existing tension between the use of feedback for 
motivating individual change, and the social and 
interconnected nature of the practices to be changed. We want 
to test a middle way and we suggest that a combination of eco-
feedback with critical reflection and a social practice 
perspective can be a way of creating insight and helping close 
the gap between the users willingness to buy organic food and 
their practices. 
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This article combines two current topics within HCI research: Research on design for sustainable food 
shopping practices and HCI research using social practice theory (SPT) as a framework. The theme of 
shaping new practices for sustainable food shopping is at the core of the article. The article places the 
design of the prototype the EcoPanel (EP) in the framework of SPT and shows how such a design may play 
a significant part as a source for reflection.  We describe the process in designing the EP and through an 
empirical study of the use of the EP we provide evidence on the potential of the design to promote 
sustainable food practices. Sixty-five users tested the EP for five months and interviews were made with 
ten of these. The monitoring of shopping data for the test users show an increase of 23% of organic food 
after the introduction of the EP. During the same period a reference group increased their shopping of 
organic food with 6%. When the respondents chose from different factors that motivate them to buy 
organic food, the results show that 79% of the 63 respondents chose the selection of organic food products 
in the shop as an important motivator. This makes selection slightly more important than the price, which 
was chosen by 73%. To get feedback on the organic purchases was considered as a motivator by 33% of the 
respondents. Interview results show a consensus among informants that the EP in general gave valuable 
knowledge about the households’ shopping pattern. A closer look at the informants’ comments on the 
information provided by EP indicates a use of feedback for reflecting over their own shopping behaviour. 
Information was used for evaluation as well as for getting an overview of their shopping. By using the 
design of EP as a point of departure for a study on food shopping practice, key issues involved in the 
transition to more sustainable food practices are highlighted. Results are discussed in relation to the three 
dimensions of the SPT framework. We also point to directions for HCI to take in playing a significant role 
as a change agent for sustainable practices. 

  

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.5.m [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI)]: 

Miscellaneous 

General Terms: Human Factors, Design 

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Sustainable HCI, sustainable consumption practices, social practice 
theory, design interventions, research through design 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This article is about the complexity of food consumption and the shaping of 
sustainable food shopping practices. It is also about the role of people in this complex 
system and how Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and interaction design may 
play a role in the formation of sustainable food shopping practices. In the article we 
use design as an intervention in people’s shopping practices, and as an approach for 
exploring the complexity of sustainable food shopping practices. The purpose is to 
shed light on how interaction design in combination with a social practice framework 
may contribute to research on sustainable shopping practices. The article will explore 
how the design of a web site visualizing real food shopping data may elicit knowledge 
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and new questions concerning change in prevalent food shopping practices. Through 
an empirical study of the use of the website, called the EcoPanel (EP), we provide 
empirical evidence on the potential of the design to promote sustainable food 
practices – in this case in the form of increased purchases of organic food.  

Before we describe our research study and discuss its results we summarize the 
state of the art for practices as a research framework for HCI. We then describe how 
our study may be viewed as a research-through-design approach. Thirdly, we draw 
the attention to the complexity of gathering empirical data on food shopping 
practices.  

2. PRACTICES AS A RESEARCH FRAMEWORK FOR HCI 
Studies in HCI have been criticized for only focusing on a small snapshot of an 
interaction, excluding temporal as well as spatial aspects of the context (Kuutti and 
Bannon, 2014). The interaction under study has usually been limited to an individual 
in relation to an ICT-artifact.  The value of focusing the relationship between 
individuals and ICT-artifacts should not be underestimated, since it contributes to 
the usability of ICT systems. While Kuuttii and Bannon (2014) don’t wish to discard 
the interaction paradigm in HCI, they argue for a complimentary perspective, 
highlighting the practice paradigm to meet the emerging challenge in relating HCI to 
everyday practices.  Mainstream HCI has a blind spot resulting from changes in the 
nature of technology and in the “ways that technological infrastructures are being 
developed and appropriated into a variety of societal forms” (Kuutti and Bannon, 
2014, p. 3544). The need to consider how technology fits into people’s everyday 
practices has grown. So, the interaction paradigm and the practice paradigm need to 
be understood in relation to different research questions, without one paradigm 
limiting the other. The practice paradigm requires us to “decenter” individuals’ 
interaction with computers (which prevails in the interaction paradigm) to consider 
the interaction a factor important amongst other factors to study (cf. Pierce et al., 
2013).  

The discourse on the interaction paradigm vs. the practice paradigm stirs around 
in discussions on HCI contributions to research on sustainability and sustainable 
everyday practices. Brynjarsdottír et al. (2012), for instance suggest that it is not 
possible to put the responsibility in individual actions without taking into account 
the social, economical and cultural context. Along the same lines, Strengers (2014) 
criticizes the belief that information by itself is enough for creating sustainability, 
and that many eco-feedback applications are designed for a non existing ideal. 

According to Kuutti and Bannon (2014), the practice paradigm within the social 
sciences has reached a more mature stage than in HCI. The HCI field might, thus, 
benefit from diving deeper into the practice paradigm of the social sciences. For 
instance, an important aspect of the practice paradigm views the current situation as 
a result of a historical evolution, which is constantly under the influence of a variety 
of influences (Ibid, 2014, p. 3543). Adopting merely an individual perspective, the 
historical evolution runs a risk of being missed.  

One challenge for HCI researchers in adopting the view of the current situation as 
a result of historical evolution is to situate the design process in a larger societal 
context. For instance, for an HCI-researcher with roots in cognitive psychology this 
entails a shift in views of the design process. Rather than viewing the interaction 
design process as targeting usability with a focus on individual users, there’s a need 
to target the role of the design in relation to practices performed by practitioners and 
how the design may play a role in influencing change on a higher level in society. 
Design may play a role in shaping social practices, but the target for design in this 
context is wider and more elusive than individual behaviour. In a social practice 
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perspective practices are viewed as constituting individual actions and create social 
structures rather than individual actions shaping practices.  

3. RELATIONSHIP SPT AND SUSTAINABLE HCI 
Environmental sustainability has been a major concern for HCI for almost a decade. 
The article by Blevis (2007) outlined how HCI may mantle the endeavor of 
environmental sustainability. The ease of measurement of e.g. electricity use has 
been integrated into interaction design in different forms of feedback with the aim of 
visualizing for users what is otherwise hidden (e.g. Gustafsson and Gyllensvärd, 
2005; Broms, et al., 2010; Jönsson et al., 2010; Katzeff et al., 2011; Katzeff et al., 
2013, Spagnolli et al., 2011). The approaches of eco-feedback and persuasive 
computing have been criticized for supporting a limited framing of sustainability 
(Brynjarsdottír et al., 2012) and social practice theory has been pointed out as a more 
successful approach. A special issue of TOCHI from 2013 provides examples of how 
HCI’s role in environmental sustainability may benefit from using a social practice 
approach (Pierce et al., 2013). 

The articles included in the special issue are based on the common assumption 
that HCI’s role has relied too heavily on the individual as a unit of analysis for 
supporting environmentally sustainable lifestyles. Work in sustainable HCI is 
criticized for focusing too much on attempting to change people’s attitudes and 
individual behaviour and in this, for instance, drawing on theories from behaviour 
economics (Pierce et al., 2013).  Because of the systemic and complex nature of the 
issues within sustainability there is a need to differentiate and scale up the HCI 
research approaches to problems in this area. Researchers have suggested that also 
due to the limits of the capacity for individual action there is a need to intervene at 
different scales (Dourish, 2010; DiSalvo et al., 2010; Dillahunt et al. 2010; Pierce et 
al. 2013). Partly, this is a new role for HCI. However, looking back into the history of 
HCI and especially at the debates of how to work with usability within organizations, 
HCI-research has a potential for addressing complex problem. Problems of 
interaction and experience design within organizations form part of aspects beyond 
the interface as such, e.g. in terms of business goals and leadership.  

4. DIMENSIONS OF SPT IN RELATION TO FOOD SHOPPING PRACTICES 
Social practice theory is not a coherent theory. Rather, according to SPT researchers 
such as Halkier (2009) and Kuijer et al. (2013), it’s more of a directed interpretation 
of a collection of theoretical elements based on the writings of thinkers such as 
Bordieu (1990), Giddens (1984), and Latour (1993). One common assumption of these 
writers is the performativity of social action. This entails an analysis of social action 
and how social action is carried out. Reckwitz (2002) and Schatzki (2002) have 
conceptualized the elements of SPT into a clear analytical approach to social life. The 
social is placed in the performance of practices. A useful and commonly used 
definition is Reckwitz’ definition from 2002: 

 
A practice … is a routinized type of behaviour which consists of several 
elements, interconnected to one other: forms of bodily activities, forms of 
mental activities, things and their use, a background knowledge in the form 
of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational knowledge. 
A practice – a way of cooking, of consuming, of working, of investigating, of 
taking care of oneself or other etc. - forms so to speak a ‘block’ whose existence 
necessarily depends on the existence and specific interconnectedness of these 
elements, and which cannot be reduced to any one of these single elements. 
(Reckwitz, 2002: 249-250) 
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According to this definition practices such as shopping, cooking and keeping clean are 
seen as coordinated activities. Subsequent definitions and views on social practices 
have emphasized the routinized nature of practices, the reproductive nature of 
practices and the interconnectedness of elements from the above definition. Whereas 
many theorists share the basic notions, researchers tend to group constituent 
elements of practices in slightly different ways. Shove and Panzar (2005) use a 
grouping distinguishing three types of elements: images, skills and stuff. Sahakian 
and Wilhite (2014) also use the grouping of three types: body, objects and social 
context. While “stuff” from the former grouping and “objects” from the latter 
obviously refer to the material world, the other two groupings in respective definition 
don’t correspond that clearly to one another. This article uses the groupings from 
Sahakian and Wilhite (2014). One central theme of their work is the applicability of 
SPT, which also highlights issues dealing with practice change. It also addresses the 
emergence of other – more sustainable consumption practices. The reasoning is based 
on earlier propositions that the formation of practices draw on knowledge that is 
distributed between people (bodies and minds), things and socially grounded 
structures (Wilhite, 2010).  

Sahakian and Wilhite (2014) challenge SPT in that it so far has emphasized the 
theoretical and analytical aspects. In order to generate change and transitions to a 
more sustainable society, though, there is also a need to address the practical 
implications of the framework. Actual changes occur when more than one dimension 
provides an opening – when “agency is distributed across people, things and social 
contexts” (Ibid, p. 25). Also, the difficulty in changing habits depends on how deeply 
rooted the habits are in relation to these three dimensions. In the transition to more 
sustainable food practices the three pillars of SPT (body, material, social context) 
need to be addressed as well as endurance over time and reaching a large enough 
volume.  For the strategy to have an impact on change it needs to follow a temporal 
and spatial trajectory (Ibid).  Thus, in order to accomplish change of social practices 
the three pillars need to interact in addition to targeting large populations over a 
longer period of time. From studying practices, how they evolve and disappear 
researchers have noted that when new practices are formed, they are preceded by 
changes at least in two of the pillars. 

The current article intends to elucidate how interaction design in combination 
with a social practice framework may generate knowledge on sustainable shopping 
practices. By applying the social practice theory (SPT) framework we aim to 1) 
discover interrelationships in the food shopping practice and 2) point to reasons for 
the limits of influence and potential of individual consumer actions. SPT will in 
this sense be used as a lens to discover and magnify relationships and elements 
necessary for the understanding of sustainable food shopping practices. To clarify the 
interrelationship between different dimensions of SPT we attempt to explain results 
in terms of what the EP communicates, how the communication meets the body 
dimension and how the EP is situated in all three dimensions. Our reasoning will 
rest upon the ideas that consumption practices are distributed over the dimension of 
body through cognitive processes, beliefs, values, motivations and physical 
dispositions; the dimension if object/material through technology and infrastructure; 
and the dimension of social context through norms, policies and institutions. 

4.1 Motivation for buying organic food 
There is a large body of literature concerned with trying to pinpoint the reasons why 
consumers choose organic foods. Reasons include elements from all three dimensions 
from a social practice perspective, concerning practitioners’ values as well as 
availability of products and high costs. A mix of consumption values shape 
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consumers’ choice and motives in respect to organic foods (Finch, 2006). Lockie et al 
(2002) could not find a direct relationship between the levels of environmental, 
health or other concerns and the consumption of organic foods - not because these 
relationships may not exist, but because consumers face a multitude of competing 
discourses on organics, health, environment etc. when making food choices.  

In a review of studies on why consumers buy organic foods, the primary reason to 
buy organic food was health (Hughner et al., 2007). However, taste, environmental 
concerns, food safety issues and animal welfare were also prominent themes (ibid). 
The two most important deterrents from buying organics are high prices and lack of 
products to buy (Lockie et al., 2002; Hughner et al., 2007; Shafie and Rennie, 2012). 
Other deterrents are scepticism of certification, insufficient marketing, cosmetic 
defects, and satisfaction with conventional food choices (Hughner et al., 2007). 
Environmental issues were found to be major forces for consumer attitudes and 
consumption behaviour in Germany (Padilla Bravo et al., 2013) and Norway 
(Honkanen et al., 2006). In the Swedish context, Magnusson et al (2003) found that 
performance of environmentally friendly behaviour was a good predictor of purchase 
frequency of organic food. Other reasons for purchasing organic food are also at play. 
For example, availability of products, packaging and placement in the store, as well 
as pricing plays a role (Padilla Bravo et al., 2013). Welsch and Kühling (2009) found 
that consumers are more likely to buy organic food if people they compare themselves 
with also do this.  

In terms of actual organic shopping behavior, fewer studies are available. In an 
Australian study, familiarity with organic products was the only variable found to 
have a significant relationship with organic purchase behaviour, while health 
consciousness, quality and perceived norms influenced purchase intentions (Smith 
and Paladino, 2010). In a qualitative study partly similar to the one reported in this 
paper, Hjelmar (2011) interviewed Danish consumers about their actual food 
purchasing behaviour. He divided organic consumers into two groups: the 
convenience shoppers and the reflexive shoppers. Important for the convenience 
shoppers were pragmatic issues such as availability of organic products in local 
supermarkets and that the price difference between organic and conventional foods 
was not too big. Reflexive practices on the other hand were prevalent among 
shoppers that were more ethically and politically minded (e.g. health, environment, 
animal welfare, and taste). Major reasons for these shoppers to buy organic food were 
important life events, such as having children.  

From the above brief review of the literature on concerns at stake for people 
preferring organic food all three dimensions from a SPT framework shine through. 
Although there’s a lack of studies on actual shopping behavior those reviewed above 
signal that materiality issues, (availability of products and cost) shape organic 
shopping practices as well as personal values (health and environmental concerns) 
and social context (norms and societal trends). 

5. THE ECOPANEL AS PART OF A RESEARCH-THROUGH-DESIGN STRATEGY 
The EP forms part of our research-through-design (RtD) strategy for exploring the 
complexity of the transition to more sustainable food shopping practices. Our 
strategy as researchers within sustainable HCI must clearly be distinguished from 
that of our partner in this project, a nation wide retail chain. Whereas the retail 
chain’s goals (i.e. selling more organic foods) obviously form part of a marketing 
strategy ours don’t. Our visions and goals are more tightly connected to global 
climate targets and the design of EP should be regarded in this context. In designing 
EP we nurtured a hypothesis that it could play a role in bringing forward the weave 
of food shopping practices with a focus on organic food. As noted in the previous 
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section, new practices are formed when they are preceded by changes at least in two 
of the pillars of practices. The EP primarily targets the pillar of body (e.g. knowledge, 
reflection, beliefs). But in expecting practice change to occur through awareness 
alone we would overestimate “the agency of ideology over practice histories” 
(Sahakian and Wilhite, 2014). Although people may be considered “carriers of 
practices” (Reckwitz, 2002), the material world and social contexts are also heavily 
involved in the shaping of practices. Food-shopping practices are for instance partly 
formed by the availability of food on the market, the price, supply and the packaging 
of food. But food-shopping practices also rest upon material characteristics of shops – 
their spatial layout, size etc. The design of EP and the subsequent user study are 
intended to make the complex pattern of food shopping practices transparent also by 
addressing the social context in which these practices occur. 

5.1 A note on methodology 
How to examine social practices in general is not obvious and neither is how to collect 
and analyze empirical data on food shopping practices. Therefore, we don’t have a 
ready made, straightforward methodology to apply for investigating organic food 
shopping practices. The methodology for gathering information about phenomena 
including elements ranging from societal levels to subjective value and material 
levels needs to be considered carefully. Literature on social practice theory confirms 
that how best to examine practices remains controversial (Warde, 2013). Although 
agreement among practice theory advocates is limited, practical activity seems to be 
the unit emphasized over cognitive activities. Doing is emphasized over thinking and 
practical competence over strategic reasoning, mutual intelligibility over personal 
motivation and body over mind (Ibid). Evidence for the practical activity in our study 
is gathered through the direct source of registered shopping data. The retail chain we 
cooperated with collects information about purchases via membership cards that 
consumers can register to obtain special offers and other services. The data collected 
indicates the actual products bought, their cost and whether they’re labelled as 
organic or not. Evidence for the practical activity is also provided indirectly through 
the survey and interviews, where informants describe aspects of their food shopping 
activities.  

Thus, the methodology we’ve chosen in our current research combines data 
sources on practical activities (doing) with indirect information from interviews with 
individuals. The approach uses Research-through-design to elicit narratives about 
food shopping practices. Simultaneously, the design prototype exhibits households’ 
concrete shopping practices, monitoring data on food products purchased over time. 
Since shopping data are registered for all households included in the study we may 
gather information on the practical activity level. We, then, complement this 
information on actual activities by narratives from individual households 
commenting on their own shopping data. In this way we intend to highlight 
meanings, which surround the performance of practices. Special attention will be 
paid to the interpretation of narratives from informants in order to view the 
narratives in light of the entangled interrelationships of all dimensions of the social 
practice theory framework. 

6. METHOD 
To explore the potential of design in formulating a strategy for promoting sustainable 
food practices we planned a study including the design and development of a web 
based prototype we named “The EcoPanel” (EP). In a second phase - the user study - 
we studied the shopping data for 65 test users of EP, who could test it for five 
months. The user study was carried out in order to identify significant aspects of 
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users’ interaction in relation to the dimensions of social practices. As users’ shopping 
data were registered by the retail chain, the data could also be fed back to them. A 
second type of data collected to inform us about food consumption practices was 
survey data from 63 test users. Interview data from ten informants were collected to 
deepen the emerging image of food practices even further. Thus, we gathered data 
from three different sources: actual shopping activities (N=65), a survey (N=63), and 
interviews (N=10). 

Table 1 provides an overview of the research methodology and the following 
sections describe details of phases of the research method - the design process of the 
EcoPanel, the final EcoPanel and the user-study. 

 
Table 1. Overview of the research process 

Phase Method Outcome 

1. Design Design of EP The prototype the EcoPanel, using real shopping data provided by the 
food retailer  

2. User 
study 

Monitoring 
change in 
consumption for 
65 EP test users 

Data of percentage of organic food purchased for each user and for 
each month of the period of EP use (5 months) compared to a year 
prior to introduction of EP; and compared to a reference group not 
using EP 

 Survey given to 
all EP users 

Data on self-estimates of food consumption practices 

 Interviews with 
10 EP users 

Qualitative data on users’ backgrounds and practices related to food 
shopping, their views of organic food, and their reactions and thoughts 
of the EP. 

3. Analysis Analysis of user 
study 

Conclusions relating to the SPT framework 

 
 

6.1 Design of the EcoPanel 
EP was designed with a participatory approach, where potential users were involved 
in all phases - from design of concept to the final tests of the prototype. The design 
process of EP is described in detail in Bohné et al. (2015) and a summary is given 
below. The process is iterative through loops based on ideas, tests and revisions. The 
target users for the EP are customers of the retail chain in question. The design 
process was carried out along the five phases in Table 2.  

 
Table 2. Design process of EP 

Design phase Description 

1.   Design of concept Based on information on food purchase specified on customer receipts 

2.   Design of paper 
prototype 

Based on workshop within interdisciplinary project team (computer 
science, graphical and industrial design and HCI) and with grocery chain 

3.   Focus group Discussions with selected potential users on their views on issues 
regarding food purchase practices 

4.   User evaluation Potential user groups evaluate paper prototypes. Evaluations are 
combined with individual interviews to further inform the design 
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5.   Functional prototypes Iterative process where prototypes are user evaluated and revised 

 
 

6.2 The EcoPanel - the final prototype 
The EP prototype is a functional web application based on D3.js visualization 
framework and a MongoDB database. The applications is available online and users 
can log in using their membership ID or their email, and a password of their choice. 
The application visualizes the user’s purchases at any of the retail chain’s grocery 
stores during the last twelve months based on the purchases registered using their 
membership card. As mentioned above, this data is at a product level and includes 
for each item: date, product, category, price, and whether the product has an organic 
certification or not. The data updates automatically every day and new purchases are 
normally shown the day after the actual transaction. The prototype is a single page 
“dashboard” presenting information about the purchases and the share of organic 
calculated by money spent (For more details see Bohné et. al. 2015). The 
visualization has several different modules: 
• A total view presenting the total amount spent and the organic percentage 

during the last twelve months 
• A monthly view presenting month-by-month information with two alternative 

views: in absolute money spent, or in relative organic percentage (Fig. 1)  
• A category view that visualizes the purchases of the latest month divided by 

category: meat, fish, dairy and eggs, fruit and vegetables, pantry items, snacks 
and candy, bread and cereals, and frozen food. The categories are visualized 
using a “donut chart” with the size of the chart representing the amount spent 
and the percentage of organic food as a sector of the chart with higher opacity. 
The user can navigate between different months and see detailed information of 
all the products in a given category. (Fig.2) 

• A challenge showing five specific products or categories (potatoes, bananas and 
grapes, meat, dairy) that are especially important to change to organic. The 
visualization presents the user’s performance (percentage of organic purchases in 
those categories) and the user’s current trend (Figure 3). 

• Other modules with: information about the benefits of buying organic food, links 
to explore more the topic of organic food, and contact information 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Screenshots of EcoPanel (translated from Swedish): Total view (left), monthly view (middle) and 

challenge (right) 
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Figure 2. Screenshot of category section (translated from Swedish) 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Screenshot of “five products challenge” (translated from Swedish) 

 

6.3 User study 
A user study of the EP was carried out in order to identify significant aspects of 
users’ interaction and reasoning in relation to the dimensions of social practices. We 
collected data from three different sources: actual consumption, survey, and 
interviews. When test users logged in the first time they were given a survey focusing 
food consumption practices. Then, interviews were carried out with 10 of the test 
users. Finally, shopping data, survey data and interviews were analyzed. 

6.3.1 Monitoring change of users’ food shopping 
Sixty-five test users responded to invitations from the supermarket chain. The test 
started in March 2015 and lasted for five months. Through their intranet, the 
collaborating retail chain invited all their Swedish employees to be part of testing the 
EP. Amongst the potentially around 5000 employees, 65 employees from across the 
country logged in to test the prototype. The test was confidential, and therefore we 
could not reach out for a wider test group outside the retail chain. However, since the 
user selection spanned over potentially 5000 individuals, this was not considered a 
major limitation regarding representation. 
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6.3.2 Survey to EcoPanel users 
In order to get a better understanding of EP’s users; their relationship to food in 
general and organic food in particular, a questionnaire was set up. The intention of 
the questionnaire was to create an overall image of the motives driving the EP users’ 
food consumption. The questionnaire contained nine areas; personal background, 
food engagement, cooking, health, lifestyle and values, importance of different aspect 
when buying food, food knowledge, organic food, ICT. The questionnaire was tested 
on the user group in an iterative manner and the final survey was distributed in 
February 2015 at the initial login of the test-users. Even though it was not 
mandatory to fill it in, 63 of the 65 testers did. The survey was compiled by the 
statistical program built into the Google survey tool and generated a summary of 
results. 

6.3.3 Interviews with EcoPanel users 
Data from users’ shopping in relation to the EcoPanel and survey data from the users 
were combined with qualitative semi-structured interviews based on questions from 
an interview guide. The aim was to gain a deeper understanding of the individuals’ 
backgrounds and practices related to food shopping, their views of organic food, and 
their reactions and thoughts of the EP. 

Questions were structured in an interview guide, focusing three different themes: 
the informant’s background and food shopping activities; the use and feedback of the 
EP; (hers/his expertise-based perspectives on food, organic food and ICT). From the 
65 users that logged in to test the prototype, we selected ten individuals 
representative both from a demographic and an organic food interest perspective. We 
expected that these aspects could affect how they related to EP and, thus, would be 
reflected in the interview responses. We strived for an even distribution in gender, 
age, interest in organic food, and size of households.  

 
Table 3. Overview of informants 

Informant 
ID 

Gender Age Number of 
Adults in 

Household 

Number 
of 

children 

Informant’s 
expected 

percentage of 
organic food 

shopping 

Actual 
percentage 

organic 
food 

Percentage of 
shopping at 

collaborating 
supermarket 

I-1 M 50 - 59 2 0 1 - 10% 9% More than 75% 

I-2 F 30 - 39 2 2 11 - 20% 28% Almost 100% 

I-3 F 40 - 49 2 3 21 - 30% 23% Almost 100% 

I-4 F 40 - 49 2 2 11 - 20% 17% More than 75% 

I-5 M 40 - 49 2 2 1 - 10% 3% More than 75% 

I-6 M 50 - 59 3 0 21 - 30% 15% Almost 100% 

I-7 F 30 - 39 2 0 1 - 10% 15% Almost 100% 

I-8 F 30 - 39 1 0 21 - 30% 37% More than 75% 

I-9 M 50 - 59 2 2 51 - 60% 59% 50-75% 

I-10 F 30 - 39 2 2 - 53% Less than 25% 

 
 

The ten informants were between 30-59 years, evenly distributed within the span. 
One of them lived in a single household; otherwise they all lived in households 
consisting of married or cohabiting couples with or without children (see table 3: 
Overview informants). Two of them (I-4, I-6) had a high school exam; the rest had 
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college or university degrees. Eight of the ten informants were employed at the retail 
chain, and the two others (I-9, I-10) were in other ways linked to the project.  When it 
comes to how much organic food the informants actually consume, everyone but the 
neutral informant (I-5) are far above the national retail average that is 5% for 2014 
(Ekoweb, 2015). Four of the informants are located in the middle span (6-20%) and 
five in the higher span (21-100%). 

The interviews were conducted in March 2015 at the workplace of each informant. 
There were two interviewers at each interview; a main interviewer who conducted 
the interview and one support interviewer, whose main task was to listen and come 
up with additional questions if necessary. Each interview took 1-1,5 hour and was 
recorded with the informant’s consent. Informants brought their own computer to be 
able to log on to the EcoPanel during the interview. A timeslot was dedicated to a 
combined observation and interview, where the informants were asked to show how 
they used the EcoPanel and how they reflected on it. 

The recorded interviews were transcribed and analyzed according to Kvale's 
interview analysis "concentration", "categorization" and "interpretation" (Kvale, 
1997). After reading through all the transcribed material, the research team defined 
ten central categories that had emerged during the interviews to be the most 
prominent. For each category, we read through the material and gathered the 
relevant material related to it. The material was structured in a table with three 
columns including quotations, concentrations (keywords) and categories. The central 
quotations were inserted and categorized into subcategories. 

7. RESULTS 

7.1 Survey and monitoring of food shopping 
The monitoring of shopping data for the 65 test users of EP show that the average 
percentage of organic purchases before EP was 20%. During the five months test 
period, the average percentage of organic purchases was 25%, an increase of 23%.  To 
compare this with other consumers we created a reference group out of a randomized 
sample of 47765 households. From this sample we selected 2587 users with similar 
purchase behavior to the EP users. The selection was based on the amount of money 
spent at the retail chain and their initial organic purchases. This group did not use 
the EP and was not informed about their shopping pattern during the particular time 
period. Their data were open to analysis as part of the agreement when signing on to 
the bonus program for the retail chain. The reference group increased during the 
period of the user test with 6%. 

 
Table 4. Comparison of EcoPanel users’ organic food shopping with a reference group 

 

Average organic 
proportion 
before monitoring (%)  

Average organic 
proportion 
during monitoring (%) 

Increase in 
percentage 

EP users  20 25 23% 

Reference group 19 20 6% 

7.1.1 Motives to buy more organic food 
One of the questions from the survey sent to the users was: What would motivate you 
to buy more organic food? The list of the results in table 5 is based on the 63 
responses, and is constructed in descending order according to the results. Results 
show that the assortment is slightly more important than the price. The high 
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position of the motivators 3 and 4 might be linked to the respondents’ employments 
in the retail chain. Regarding the EP as a motivator, one third of the respondents 
(33%) wanted feedback on their organic purchases. 
 

Table 5. Survey responses (N=63) to different motives for buying organic food 

Motivations to buy more organic food No of 
responses 

Percentage of 
responses 

1. Better organic assortment 50 79 % 

2. Cheaper organic food 46 73 % 

3. Get "eco-points" to complement the bonus points 44 70 % 

4. Extra bonus on reaching a certain organic level 36 57 % 

5. Get feedback on my organic purchases 21 33 % 

6. More knowledge about organic and its benefits 17 27 % 

7. Could be appointed "eco-ambassador" when reached an 
organic level 

9 14 % 

8. Compare myself with others who buy organic food 9 14 % 
 

7.2 Interviews 
The following sections present results from interviews with ten informants:  
Informants’ attitudes to organic food, their food shopping practices (how often they 
shop, how much they plan their purchase, and how much organic food they buy); and 
reflections on shopping in relation to feedback from the EP. 

7.2.1 Attitudes to organic food 
Interview results showed that one informant had a neutral attitude to organic food 
(I-5), and that the other nine had a positive attitude. This meant that they associated 
organic produced food with quality and thought that it benefitted the environment, 
health and animal welfare in various ways. As one informant reasoned: 

 
I associate organic with quality.... it’s produced under better circumstances, 
it’s better for me and the kids from a health perspective and better for the 
environment, and for the animals ... but, the biggest driver is probably 
toxins, to avoid getting poisons in ourselves, I think. (I-2) 

 
The nine positive informants wished to have a larger share organically produced food 
in their grocery bag, but considered assortment and price the main reasons 
preventing them to realize their ambitions. This was also in line with responses from 
63 test users to the questionnaire.  

7.2.2 Levels of organic shopping  
When it comes to how much organic food the informants actually consumed, all but 
the neutral informant (I-5) were far above the national retail average of 5% for 2014 
(Ekoweb, 2015). Four of the informants were located in the middle span (6-20%) and 
five in the higher span (21-100%). 
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7.2.3 Food procurement 
When asking informants about their food shopping habits we received answers 
showing that shopping is not the only means to acquire food. Some other ways were 
also represented, such as fishing, receiving gifts from hunting friends, growing one’s 
own vegetables and fruit. Accordingly, we labeled a general category “food 
procurement” to designate informants’ narratives of their shopping procedures and 
other ways of attaining food. The procurement includes the phases of planning and 
actual situated actions in the supermarket.   

Frequency of shopping. Four of the ten informants shopped on a larger scale 
once a week (see table 6). Furthermore, completion was done once or twice a week. 
Households that shopped on a large-scale basis had small children and lived in 
houses outside Stockholm. Five households shopped more frequently; they bought 
food for a few days at a time. Beside that, one informant told that he additionally 
shopped three times per day during the weekend; before breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
Those who had a grocery store near their home tended to shop more frequently. 

 
Table 6. Informants’ type and frequency of grocery shopping 

Frequency of grocery shopping Informant ID 

Large scale once a week, complementary small scale shopping during week I-1, I-2, I-3, I-4, 

Small scale several times a week I-6, I-7, I-8, I-9, I-10 

Very small scale – more than once a day during weekends I-5 

 
All employees at the retail chain bought their food primarily in stores owned by the 
chain. The reasons were a combination of loyalty to the company, and that they 
thought the company’s concept was the best. Otherwise the respondents choose the 
store that was smoothly accessible on the way home from work. 

Planning. Four of the informants (I-2, I-4, I-9, I-10) planned their purchases in 
some way; one (I-9) planned roughly, and let the details be decided in the shop. The 
six who did not plan in advance (I-1, I-3, I-5, I-6, I-7, I-8) made spontaneous 
decisions, based on inspiration and of the availability of products in the shop. 

Procurement of food in other ways. In addition to shopping in the grocery 
store, households had access to food in different ways. Four of the households bought 
food from farmers. This could include meat or potatoes and vegetables. Three of the 
households picked mushrooms, and three had contacts with people who provided 
them with fish and meat from the wild. One household (I-1) had its own cultivation of 
food in the garden on a slightly larger scale, another one (I-4) cultivated in the 
garden on a small scale. One of the households subscribed to a service delivering 
organic food to the home on a weekly basis. 

Shopping list practices. All households used some kind of list when they 
bought food. One person (I-10) used to memorize the list.  The rest brought different 
physical lists to the store. Six of the households (I-1, I-2, I-3, I-4, I-5, I-6) used an 
ordinary piece of paper. The most common tool was a paper shopping list filled in 
initially in the kitchen and subsequently brought to the shop. The informants 
preferred the analogue list because it was easy and fast to handle. 

Four households (I-7, I-8, I-9, I-10) used various forms of digital lists. These all 
ranged from pure shopping list apps, like “Wonder List” or “Our Groceries”, to the 
use of the smart phone’s annotation function. The shopping list apps had inbuilt 
check mark systems. Other advantages of the digital lists were that they could easily 
be sent to the other family members. The shopping list apps also had a built-in 
sharing feature that enabled everyone to see everything that was written. 
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Additional list practices existed; one household started by writing down products 
on a whiteboard hanging on the kitchen wall, which the household transferred to a 
paper list. In the same household the reverse order also existed; first articles were 
written on a paper list, then photographed with the smart phone and sent as MMS to 
the person that should shop. 

In summary, the shopping list practice showed that there was a reasonable high 
level of digital list use amongst the group of informants. This could point towards an 
unrepresentativeness of the sample, where eight of the informants are employees at 
the retail chain. However, a higher degree of digital lists also shows a great potential 
for integrating functions related to the EcoPanel. 

 

7.2.4 Reflections on the feedback provided by the EcoPanel  
There was a consensus among informants that the EP in general gave valuable 
knowledge about the households’ shopping pattern. Eight of the informants (I-1, I-2, 
I-3, I-4, I-6, I-7, I-8, I-9), all had the ambition to buy organic food and thought that 
the eco-shares visualized through EP provided valuable information. To log on to the 
EP and see what they had bought became a positive acknowledgment. As one 
informant put it: 
 

I thought it was fun and valuable to see the organic share, mainly to see it in 
the different categories. We always buy organic eggs, and have done for ten 
years. (I-4) 

 
For the informant who had a neutral attitude to organic food (I-5), and for the one 
that bought less than 25% of the food at this certain grocery chain (I-10), the 
EcoPanel feedback had no direct value. 

It was generally found motivating to be able to get feedback on the organic 
purchases. On the question, if the EP would motivate them to buy more organic food, 
one (I-3) said the EP stimulated the household’s organic ambitions. Another (I-7) 
thought the EP is very well designed, and therefore became eager to improve on 
areas not reaching wished results. A third one (I-1) thought it was motivating to be 
able to spot a certain product category. Also, to be able to see a development 
presented in diagrams over the past year was also found motivating. One of the 
informants (I-2) thought it was great fun and inspiring to see the diagrams and how 
they change. Another (I-3) called it “a funny hunt” to track the progression over time: 
 

Now we really try to get as much organic as possible, when it is not only a 
receipt that you throw away, but now you can track it for several months. It’s 
a funny hunt. But then we have said that "we must increase, we should 
really enhance our organic share". The EP becomes an incentive. 

 
In addition to providing a pleasant overall experience for the informants and 
allowing them to follow up on their own food shopping over time, the EP served as an 
instrument for them to evaluate their own shopping performance. Table 7-9 present 
an overview of examples of informants’ reflections directly related to the feedback 
from EP. The tables are intended to make the interpretation process of informants’ 
narratives explicit. The left-most column in each table shows quotations from 
interviews, the middle column explains and interprets the quotations and the 
rightmost column shows further categorization or additional comments. The example 
quotations are further grouped into categories: 1) Evaluations of their households’ 
organic shopping performance in relation to feedback (Table 7), 2) Questioning of 
their own values (Table 8), and 3) Further examination in terms of activities and 
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details of shopping (Table 9). Two types of evaluations of performance in relation to 
feedback were identified: One in relation to informants’ own goal and the other in 
relation to general norms. 
 

Table 7. Informants’ evaluation of their households’ organic shopping performance in relation to EP feedback 

Examples on quotations from 
interview illustrating evaluation 
[Informant ID] 

Researcher’s interpretation  Further 
categories/ 
comments 

”…it was probably in February that I 
bought that fish. Well, I guess the fish 
must be the 4%...Yes [looking at the 
diagram], exactly, [reading] ‘meat 58%’ – I 
like that, since I buy that [organic meat] 
actively.” [I-2] 

Linking feedback to specific memories 
and actions. Feedback also confirms 
that informant’s ambitions do shop 
organic meat are successful. 
Evaluation of own performance seems 
significant.  

Evaluating own 
performance in 
relation to 
ambition (goal) 

”…I could improve for ’fruit and greens’ I 
think…because there I thought I would 
have been higher than 35 % for instance. 
So, I like this, just because you may see 
very clearly where you’re good and where 
you’re not…because it’s usually a habit and 
it might be that you’re used to dairy and 
egg. There I pick organic. Fish is a bit 
harder…” [I-8] 

Comparing expectation of the 
household’s purchase of organic fruit 
and vegetables with actual purchase 
and reflects over how the awareness 
of organic proportions of purchases 
over categories of groceries might 
influence habits. Evaluates own 
performance, where organic is 
perceived as something to strive for  

 

“…I’m really unhappy with 
myself…Interesting [reading on the 
EP]…there’s a lot of organic in dairy. This 
is really where I could improve.” [I-6] 

Evaluating own performance and 
suggesting a way for himself to 
improve his organic purchases 

 

“Wow, that’s really bad – 12% dairy and 
egg? That’s strange. But it also depends 
upon if it’s me or my husband who’s doing 
the shopping. Because I buy more organic 
than he does.” [I-2] 

Evaluates her own performance and 
tries to explain it. Organic is 
perceived as something to strive for. 

 

“… I didn’t have that much dairy… Yes, 
then maybe I'll go two steps to take the 
organic milk instead of the conventional. 
Or ask them to move them so that organic 
milk is in front of the conventional.” [I-1] 

Evaluates her own performance and 
suggests two ways to improve it. 

 

“…what it provides is to see where we have 
succeeded..[in reaching goal of organic 
food]. We have managed to advance a level. 
It will be easier to be more consistent in 
our choices.” [I-3] 

Consider the feedback as a support to 
evaluate performance concerning 
consistence 

 

“…I thought I would be a bit higher than 
1… closer to 10, but this felt good. If the 
average would stand next to this, it would 
be really good. So that you would be able to 
compare [to it] and feel that you’re a bit 
better.” [I-7] 

Evaluates her own performance and 
concludes that she needs more 
feedback for reflecting and comparing 
to the norm 

Wish to evaluate 
own performance 
in relation to 
norm  

“…to see how the group in the store did 
their shopping. To be able to compare 
myself to others…like [a daily newspaper] 
does: ‘this week only 4% got this question 
right’…I need to check whether I’m better 
than them.” [I-3]   

Reflects over how EP could be 
improved by allowing her to compare 
to the norm and evaluate her own 
performance.  

 

 
In table 7, quotations from interviews clearly express how informants strive towards 
a goal of buying more organic food. They use expressions, such as “improve”, 
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“unhappy with myself”, and to “be better than them”, which illustrates that there’s a 
direction of their interpretation of the feedback from the EP. Either they compare 
their performance to their own or express a wish to compare it to a norm. 
 

 
Table 8. Reflections questioning own values 

Examples on quotations from interview illustrating 
categories of reflection [Informant ID] 

Researcher’s interpretation  

“…I spoke to a colleague…and for instance fish I think I 
had zero and there she had pretty high, so then I had to 
think: ‘why don’t I buy organic fish? Well, I experience it as 
very expensive’. And that’s really strange, what you 
experience as expensive – there’s no logic to it… you have 
some kind of image of ‘this is how much it should cost’. 
Then, you may spend a lot more money on something else, 
which in proportion certainly is more expensive. [I-2] 

The feedback on her low proportion of 
organic fish was reflected upon by 
questioning her own values also discussing 
the image (meaning) of what is expensive 
and what is not  

”Yes, it’s an eye-opener… why don’t I actually buy more? 
When this is a category where there’s so much of organic 
and where I think the products are good and price worthy” 
[I-1] 

Asking himself about underlying reasons 
for not buying organic. Evaluates his own 
behavior and reflects about the reasons for 
him not buying more organic food 

 
The informants’ quotations in table 8 go beyond an evaluation of their own 
performance as these examples indicate an even deeper analysis of the feedback in 
terms of values. One informant poses the philosophical question of the relative 
concept of “expensive”. 

 
 

Table 9. Further examination in terms of activities and details of shopping 

Examples on quotations from interview illustrating 
categories of reflection [Informant ID] 

Researcher’s interpretation  

“The most important is after all for oneself to look at how 
much organic it was…and then it may be a bit amusing to 
wonder ‘what did we do that month?’… no fish apparently 
[reading from EP]” [I-3] 

Linking feedback to specific everyday 
activities 

“When I saw this [looking at the staple diagram]…maybe 
you buy less organic in the summer… [buy] more 
spontaneously from day to day…it’s the planned weekly 
shopping which is most organic.” [I-4] 

Reasons about how her household’s food 
shopping habits vary with the season 

“Increase them I think… [In response to how she thinks EP 
influences the way people buy organic food]… especially 
concerning those five products [referring to module 
advising users to change to five specific products for best 
impact on the environment] [I-7] 

Points to the importance of actionable data 
– that people need to get feedback on their 
actions in terms of how to act to change 
things 

“So, if I look at this one [category of candy and soda on 
EP]…I get curious… I actually have bought some organic 
candy… what was it? Then I would like to look at what 
products they were.” [I-4] 

Reflects about how a proportion shown in 
a category stimulates her motivation in 
finding out more 

 
Thus, informants represented in table 8 used information from EP as input into 

reflections and drawing consequences from this by revising their own values. The 
informants represented in table 9 also used the feedback as input to reflections. 
Instead of revising their own values, however, they used the feedback to examine the 
information further. One informant does this by recalling the concrete context of the 
shopping, another by expressing that she would want to know what to do to increase 
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her share of organic food. The examples of reflections from users of EP presented in 
table 7-9 illustrate how the feedback on their own shopping meets their own goals, 
values and expectations. As can be seen from these tables, the evaluation could stop 
with the conclusion that the informants were content with their performance or could 
do better. However, the evaluation could also result in informants wanting to learn 
more or looking for ways to improve their performance. Here, the actionable feedback 
provided by “Five products challenge” was useful. As feedback is always interpreted 
in terms of something else, it’s interesting to note that informants had expectations, 
goals or ambitions, which they evaluated against the information they received from 
the EP. 

 
For one of the informants (I-2) the motivation rested in being able to support the 
organic development from a broader perspective. It made her feel like a clever and 
well-informed citizen. Since she believed that “organic” has high status in society, it 
motivated her to see the organic columns growing in the EP. She believed that if she 
would actively use the EP as a recurring tool, it could boost her ethics: 

 
For it’s a little inner struggle between convenience, wallet and doing the right 
thing ... I get to wrestle a bit with myself in the shop, you have to have this 
little better self on the shoulder and say to yourself, I have the economy, not 
everybody has. Despite the higher price, I must think it’s worth prioritizing 
it. I believe that the EP can support as "a better self on the shoulder "... It 
would strengthen my line in the store, I think it would get me to increase my 
organic purchases more. (I-2) 

8. DISCUSSION 
The proposition that practices constitute individual actions and create social 
structures is at the core of the SPT framework. This is a key in understanding how 
the empirical data collected in our study relate to the formation of food shopping 
practices. The individual actions as shown through the shopping data and indirectly 
through narratives of informants are instances and reproductions of practices. The 
EP served an instrumental role in eliciting evidence for the interplay of the major 
dimensions of body, materials and social context in forming organic food shopping 
practices. Figure 4 sketches the EP’s relationship to the STP dimensions and also 
shows three examples of elements for each dimension. 

In scrutinizing how the elements of the dimensions interact we find that the EP, 
mediates between the material dimension and the body dimension by providing 
shopping data, which users may interpret according to their own ambitions, 
knowledge and values. Results from interviews indicate that through seeing their 
own shopping data mirrored by EP, the informants have become aware of how their 
food shopping activities align with their ambitions, expectations and perceived norms 
for shopping organic products; how their food shopping activities vary over time, and 
how their food shopping expresses a form of lifestyle.  

The three top motives among survey respondents for increasing their shopping of 
organic food were “better assortment of organic food” (79%), “cheaper organic food” 
(73%), and “get eco-points to complement their bonus points” (70%). The motives of 
better assortment of and cheaper organic food clearly point to the dimensions of 
material and social context of the SPT framework. This connection to the supply 
chain of organic products has a bearing on agricultural policies. These two motives 
from the survey are also highlighted in the interviews, where assortment and price 
are mentioned as preventing informants from shopping organic products.  The motive 
of getting eco-points entails a closer connection to the private economy of the 
household, since eco-points would mean a discount on the products. 
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Figure 4. The EP relating to SPT dimensions with examples of elements for each dimension (adapted from 
Sahakian and Wilhite, 2014) 

 

To make the interrelationship between the material and body pillars clearer we here 
attempt to explain it in terms of what the EP communicates, how the communication 
meets the body dimension and how they relate to norms. We hold that the design of 
EP is not neutral. On the contrary, EP was intentionally designed to communicate 
values and emotions linked to organic food. The EP communicates that organic food 
is positive for the environment. It indirectly rewards shopping organic products by 
showing how the exchange of certain products may have a positive impact on the 
environment, thus facilitating for users to increase their proportion of organic 
products in their shopping. The information provided for users to learn more about 
organic food also supports a positive association between organic food and the 
environment. 

Second, EP provides information on an individual level by mirroring households’ 
activities. It tells users which specific products their households have bought; which 
categories these products belong to; how much money the household has spent on 
categories of groceries over time; and how big proportion of this money is spent on 
organic groceries. Although not sufficient for the emergence of new shopping 
practices, to embody the information provided by EP into individual activities is 
crucial for new types of practices to be formed – practices involving shopping more 
organic food. 

In applying the SPT framework in combination with the design of the EP we have 
highlighted elements within all dimensions of social practices and pointed to their 
interrelationships. The body dimension has a central part in our study as informants’ 
reflections, interpretations and values are expressed from their interaction with the 
EP. The threads of the material dimension are woven mainly through the use of real 
shopping data as feedback and as expressed by the design of the EP. The actual food 
products, obviously, also constitute the material dimension. The availability of 
organic food products bridges over to the third dimension in the SPT framework - the 
social context. The availability bridges over to the supply chain of groceries and also 
to agricultural policies and government decisions – part of the social context. Norms 
surrounding organic food shopping practices also become evident in the informants’ 
narratives, especially in attempting to compare their own shopping habits with what 
is considered normal.  

The monitoring of shopping data has enabled us to study the evolvement of 
shopping practices over one year for a large sample of grocery chain employees. The 
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reference group of 2587 consumers who did not receive the EP increased their 
purchase of organic food products with 6%, while the sample of 65 consumers using 
the EP increased their purchase with 23% - a substantial difference. However, 
following the core reasoning of this article, practice emergence, evolvement and 
dissolution involve complex mechanisms on different levels and within different 
dimensions. Our monitoring data show a change in organic food shopping and our 
interviews point to norm and value related factors influencing individual food 
shopping activities. But, of course, there are more factors, which may be attributed to 
the evolvement of organic food shopping practices. During the period of the EP 
intervention for the 65 users, several other changes occurred which were likely to 
influence formation of new food shopping practices. Organic sales went up by 41% in 
all three major retailers during 2014 (Ekoweb, 2015). During this time, the retail 
chain launched weekly organic products with a discount, exposing these products in 
the shop. The supermarket also introduced a membership program where organic 
purchases counted twice as much as conventional products, thus encouraging 
consumers to choose organic products. So, clearly there were other types of 
interventions and also a societal trend towards more organic shopping coinciding 
with the EP intervention. The emergence of the new practices including more organic 
product, thus, supports the idea that for new practices to be formed openings in more 
than one dimension in the SPT framework are required (Sahakian and Wilhite, 
2014). 

8.1 The challenge of empirical data on social practices 
Through the course of our study we have humbly come to realize the gathering of 
empirical data on social practices is a complex endeavor. There is no straightforward 
methodology for collecting data on organic food shopping practices. As social practice 
theory emphasizes practical activities over cognitive activities we have used shopping 
data from a group of 65 EP users over time to find out about the shopping activity as 
such. This data were compared to a group who did not use the EP. In this way we 
could compare the shopping activities of EP users with those of non-EP users. The 
data on practical activities enabled us to draw certain conclusions concerning organic 
shopping practices. The most prominent conclusion from the shopping data is that 
EP users increased their purchases with 23% during the intervention compared to 
6% of the reference group.  

Evidence for the practical activity is also provided indirectly through the survey 
and interviews, where informants describe aspects of their food shopping activities. 
One major conclusion is that the EP motivated informants to increase their organic 
shopping. The most stated reason was that it gave valuable knowledge about their 
household’s shopping practices. Another reason was that the EP confirmed 
households’ ambitions. The two informants who did not find EP motivating was the 
one who had no interest in buying more organic products (I-5) and the one who 
considered herself to be sufficiently motivated (I-10). 
Another major conclusion is that informants’ reflections on the feedback from EP 
may be summarized in terms of their evaluation of their household’s performance in 
relation to feedback on their organic shopping; questioning of their own values in 
relation to feedback; further examination of feedback’s link to activities and details of 
shopping; the importance of actionable data; and general reflections on feedback of 
EP.  

8.2 Potential for change 
In accordance with previous practice research the formation of new practices are 
preceded by changes at least in two of the SPT pillars (Sahakian and Wilhite, 2014).  
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The EP itself could be said to belong to the material dimension since it’s a technical 
interactive prototype supporting feedback on users’ grocery shopping. The data 
registered when customers pay for their grocery shopping also belong to this 
dimension.  So, by introducing the EP in the context of 65 people a change was made 
in the object/material pillar. Yet, the EP also targeted people’s knowledge about their 
own shopping habits, stimulating reflection about their own values, beliefs and 
habits. In this sense, the EP thus also addressed the pillar of body. 
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